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VINALHAVEN MEDICAL CENTER DESTROYED BY MONDAY MORNING FIRE

•

Pictures taken by David Dunean, Jr., and Ernest Clayter Mon
day morning; show scenes at the fire which gutted the Island Com
munity .Medical Center and the offices of Dr. Ralph P. Earle and
Dr. Walter Conley on the second and third floors and caused smoke
and water damage in the district nurse's office and the Macintosh

grocery on the first floor.
The picture at the left shows flames shooting out of the third
story windows as the fire worked its way to the roof which later
collapsed. The building is considered to be a total loss.

Loss In Fire Which Gutted island

Community Medical Services Home
May Reach As Much As $25,000
A fire which is thought to have near as he could determine at the considered and plans made for rcstarted from an explosion in an oil moment, the fire started from an establishing the medical center.
(xplosion in an oil stove in the
At Augusta. Col. Walter Kennett
stove gutted the Island Community
second floor offices of Dr. Earle. of the Maine Civil Defense was
Medical Services medical center
The physician, whose home is checking the availability of sup
and the offices of Dr. Ralph P. elsewhere in the village, was plies and equipment from his de
Earle
on
Vinalhaven
Monday called and was able to salvage partment to aid the island people.
morning. Also damaged was the only two medical bags before
Richard Leavitt, administrator of
Knox Hospital, called the island
| Macintosh Grocery Store owned flames engulfed his office.
by Andrew’ Gilchrist and the of , Lost in the fire was consider with the offer of help from the in
able clinic equipment owned by stitution which he heads.
fices of the district nurse.
Mrs. Reita Holden of the Knox
Considered a total loss was the the Island Community Medical
Included was a com County Chapter of Red Cross was
office and equipment of Dr. Walt Services.
er Conley, Rockland optometrist plete dental clinic which the in contact with the island and the
who visited the island several ICMS operates, an autoclave for local chapter women were busy
times each year. He shared ad sterilizing, an x-ray unit, records supplying a meal to the firefighters
gathered
over
the
years
in at noon. Heading the group who fed
joining offices with Dr. Earle.
The ICMS building, donated to various clinics and by the physi 45 firemen was Mis. William Parthe group which serves Vinal cian. the doctor’s instruments and menter. Assisting her were: Mrs.
haven. North Haven and Matinicus surgical and medical equipment. Winona Peterson. Mrs. Eleanor
by Mrs. Margaret Glidden in 1953. Also, all office equipment and Conway. Mrs. Margaret Adams.
is a three story wooden structure some Red Cross equipment re Miss Vivian Hatch and Miss Muriel
cently sent to the island for home
in the center of the community.
The second floor is occupied by nursing training classes which
the offices of Dr. Earle and the were scheduled soon.
The ICMS group, all island people
ICMS. The top floor was used for
lectures by the island physician. banded together to provide a medi
This section of the building was cal center and services for them
completely gutted by the fire selves and their families, have
► which raged most of the morning. raised the funds to equip the medi
Six
accidents
around
Knox
The ground floor where the gro cal center over the years with fund
County over the weekend caused
drives.
The
Vinalhaven
Health
cery store and the nurse’s office
has
contributed
funds extensive property damage and
is located sustained mostly water Council
earned with its annual Fourth of seriously injured one person.
and smoke damage.
Damage is expected to reach as July celebration and has bought
Rockland Police said that Mrs.
high as $25,000 for the building and cquipmt nt and donated it to ICMS Mildred Steele of 18 Suffolk street,
on
several
occasions.
its contents.
Rockland,
was
crossing
Main
The loss to the islands was a street, Rockland, near the corner
The fire was discovered about
8.15 a. m. by Andrew Gilchrest w ho heavy one which momentarily of Granite street at 12.10 a. ni.
turned in the alarm. It was noon stripped them of the medical ser Sunday when she was struck by
before firemen under Chief Rich vices they had established for a vehicle, driven by Mrs. Carolyn
ard Healey were able to start mov themselves.
S. Davis of South Thomaston. The
A meeting of the ICMS, the impact threw Mrs. Steele about
ing equipment back to the fire sta
Vinalhaven
Health
Council
and
th<tion. leaving one hoseline and men
four feet in front of the car.
on watch against an outbreak of town selectmen was scheduled for
Mrs. Steele was admitted to
Monday night. At that time, of Knox Hospital with a fractured
the fire.
Chief Healey observed that as fers of other buildings were to be right wrist and a pelvis injury.
Her condition Monday morning
was regarded as “good” by hos
pital officials.
Mis. Davis told the investigat
ing officers that since Mrs. Steele
• was wearing a black coat, she
failed to see her until it was too
late to avoid the collision. The
storm which blanketed the coast
with the heaviest snowfall of the
year was in progress at the time,
according to police reports.
At the 8.20 a. m. Sunday, an
R & H taxi, driven by Albert A.
Brown. 60. of 7 Cottage street

Conway.
Murray's .Restaurant •
served coffee to the fire volunteers
during the morning.
Mrs. Lucy Skoog, chairman of
the Islands Community Medical
Services, and Mrs. Helen Webb,
chairman
of
the
Vinalhaven
Health Council, were prepared
Monday to start the task of re
establishing the medical center
with the help of the members of
the organizations.
The work ot many years by the
two groups went up in smoke in a
matter of hours and there is
thought to be only a minimum of
insurance on the property and its
equipment.
The ICMS was founded in 1945
and has been a community pro
ject. from the start with many
people giving to its support in the
building, its equipment and sup
plies and of their times and skills to
operate the clinics.
Mrs. Marjorie Rascoe. RN, was
the town nurse for eight years,
leaving last fall to continue her
studies in Michigan.
The town
has been without services of a
district nurse since September.
Another is scheduled to arrive in
Augusta.
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the mainland and the Courier office by Arthur Harjula of the Pen
obscot Flying Service who landed on the frozen surface of Old
Harbor Pond to receive them from the photographers.

—
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VETERAN CAMDEN TOWN OFFICIAL
EVELYN TEWKSBURY TO RETIRE

MRS. MILDRED STEELE STRUCK BY
CAR IN SATURDAY NIGHT STORM;
THREE CAR COLLISION IN WARREN

ITEMS REMAINING
FROM DOLLAR DAYS
CAN STILL BE PURCHASED
AT THE
SAME REDUCED PRICES

The film from which the pictures were chosen were flown to

The picture at the right shows volunteer firemen as they con
quered the blaze later in the morning after a battle of several
hours in near zero temperatures. It was noon before the fire was
considered under control and firemen could take a breather.

Rockland, and a station wagon,
operated by Mikial A. Leo. 40. of
18 Jefferson
street.
Rockland,
collided at the intersection of Gay

f

CHIEF PROMISES DAY IN COURT FOR
PERSONS RESPONSIBLE FOR FALSE
FIRE ALARMS WHEN CAUGHT
person who pulled the false
alarm was at least of high school
age, or an adult.

Fire Chief Wesley Knight points the

SUPERIOR COURT CIVIL ACTION
STEMS FROM LOBSTER AND SEINE
WAR ON MATINICUS LAST JUNE

(Continued on Page BgM)

The first annual budget of Admin as a District responsibility.
A full breakdown of the budget
istrative School District. 5 will be
is being prepared by Superintendent
presented to the citizens of the three
Bruce Kinney and will be published
communities involved in a budget in the Saturday edition.
hearing to be hi d at Rockland High
Th« budget hearing is open to all
School auditorium at 7.30 p. m. citizens of the three communities
Tuesday. February 24
making up the District. All attend
The budget, which was completed ing are entitled to speak on any
last Thursday evening by the 13 part of the budget.
member board of directors, totals
The budget, as prepared by the
$440,259.20.
Of
this
amount. directors, requires a vote of ap
$41,366.20 represents appropriations proval by those attending the bud
with which to meet the indebtedness get healing before it can become
of the District. Operating expenses official
for the current calendar year total
Under the District pattern set up
$398,893.
by the Sinclair Act, the school bud
When the District, which is com get of the entire district goes to
prised of Owls Head. South Thomas the public for approval.
Budget
ton and Rockland, was formed the approval will no longer be required
school department indebtedness of in town meetings, or by the City
the three communities was pooled Council.

out that there are severe penal
Photo by Ham Hall ties provided by law for those per
In the picture is Mrs. Evelyn Tewksbury as she looks out at the sons who pull fire alarm boxes in
i activity on the Main street ol C'amden, the town which she has served a false alarm.
I as deputy town clerk and town clerk for 38 years, from a window in her
He commented that there have
apartment in the Roberts lllnck.
been four false alarms pulled in
Mrs. Evelyn M Tewksbury, who clerk when she would handle the the past six weeks, one more than
has served as town clerk of Cam- town records at home. This was was the case in the preceding 12
before the town assumed the re- months.
din for six years and as deputy i sponsibility of issuing fishing and
The most recent was Friday
town clerk for 32 years under h« r hunting licenses, she noted.
night wen apparatus rolled on an
I husband’s
administration.
anShe became very familial with alarm from box 124 at the junction
; nounced last week that she will not the functions of the post during of Orange and Pleasant streets.
I hi a candidate for re-election at thi her 32 years as assistant to her Knight noted that the box is lo
! annual town meeting next month. husband, who maintained his post cated high on the pole, well out of
I She gave the reason for hi r deci of cashier of the Camden National ’each of children, indicating that
sion as due to ill health since she Bank and left the work of the
I has not been at the office for most I clerk mainly in her hands.
night of eithet the 14 or 15 of June. ‘
of her present term.
Mrs. Rose
When John Tewksbury became he was able to observe from the
I Payson of Warren has been handl- ill in 1952. the town elected Mrs. shore, a distance of 150 yards
i ing her duties as deputy town clerk ! Tewksbury town clerk without op away, that his net. 120 foot!
* Mrs. Tewksbury remembers the position. Her husband died soon square, contain'd a large amount,
time while she was deputy town j afterwards.
of fish. Hi further explained that

and
Leland streets.
Rockland.
Rockland Police estimated that
$200 damage was sustained by
each vehicle.
On Saturday night, according to
Trooper Robert Hofacker. two
cars were demolished and another
extensively damaged in a three
vehicle collision on Route 1 in
Warren.
The trooper noted that an auto
mobile. operated by William B.
Dinsmore, 61. of Portland ap
parently sideswiped cars, operated
by Mrs. Priscilla O. Patten. 17. of
Camden and John P. Shaw, 17, of
Camden.
Both the Dinsmore and Shaw
ears were demolished ard the
Patten vehicle was extensively
damaged.
In addition
to
the drivers,
other injuries* were sustained by
Keith C. Patten. 19, husband of
one of the drivers, and two pas
A civil suit arising from the al
sengers in the Shaw car. Jacque leged cutting of a herring seine in
line Chapin. 17. and Ralph P.
Burgess Cove on the west side of
Stone, both from Camden.
Mrs.
Patten.
an
expectant Matinicus Island June 16 was

APPLETON COM.Ml NITV CLl'B mother, was treated by her own
physician, while the others did not
MASQUERADE 8AU
require medical attention at the
hospital.
Friday, Fab. 20, 8.30-12.00
The accident is under investiga
EARL MAXCY'8 ORCHESTRA
Admission 75c
Door Prin*» tion by the State Police.
Cigarette ashes dropped on the
17*20-22

SCHOOL BUDGET OF DISTRICT 5
BE SUBMITTED TO CITIZENS OF
THREE COMMUNITIES ON THE 24th

cutting of the net and now the
plaintiff. Lermon F. Thompson, is
seeking to recover damages for
the loss of fish and the twine in a
civil action.

heard by the traverse jury of the
Thompson placed the figure of
February term of Knox Superior
Court Monday, with Justice James $1 000 as the amount of damages.
P. Archibald of Houlton as the During the testimony, the plaint
iff set the value of $2,047 for the
presiding justice.

The defendent. Lavon Ames. 1.800 bushels of fish he claimed
Jr., had been found guilty of was in the net and for the twine.
malicious mischief concerning the
Thompson testified that on the

this was possible since a large '
number of fish in a seine colors j
the water a reddish brown.
As during the criminal trial. Mrs. ,
Florence Bearce testified as to
what she observed on June 15. She
remarked that she was looking

(Continued on Page Three

ST. GEORGE HIGH SCHOOL
Pmentn

2 One-Act Plays
WEDHESDAY, FEB. 18
At the LO.O.F. Hal
8 p. M.
Children Sir
Adult. Sdc

The four recent false alarms,
whieh have sent apparatus and
men on futile runs, and also
called in the volunteer department
through the diaphone alarm, have
been in the area from Lincoln
street through to Pleasant.
The chief calls attention to the
hazards created by false alarms
when fast moving fire trucks have
to make their way through traffic
to get to the alaim box location.
He assures a day in court for any
one caught in the act of pulling
a false alarm.

PUBUC CARD PARTY

G. A. R. HALL
February 19 - 7JO

P. M.
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WHY NOT COME IN AND TRADE FOR ONE OF THESE CHOICE

Single

USED CARS WE HAVE TO OFFER —

I

EDITORIAL

§
|

A TYPE OF COOPERATION HARD TO BEAT
The present unhappy argument in Bath concerning its
changes to neighboring towns for use of Bath’s fire de
partment in these towns is to tie greatly regretted. Not
only does it create ill feeling toward the highly efficient
Bath department whose work undei Chiel Fiates ha.- been
outstanding, but the towns have taken the matter so much
to peart that a boycott of Bath’s merchants has been threat
ened. Action looking to the removal of City Manager Judkin^* former town manager of Warren, is proposed.
This bi ings forcibly to mind the very different practice
relating to fire department services in this area. A mutual
aid pact exists in Knox County embracing Rockland and its
surrounding communities whereby additional men and
equipment are available to any department upon call of the
chief who needs help in combatting a blaze. No charges
are made for engines, men or time under the pact, simply
a pledge of mutual aid in time of serious involvement.
A reca nt case in point was the highly threat! ning Bick
nell Block blaze in the business district. Help flowed into
Rockland from all points at Chief Knight's call, and the
dangerous situation was contained when far greater damage
than that sustained seemed inevitable.
We like the fine spirit of cooperation that exists in this
area. and hope that in the general interest Bath may also
develop such a mutually beneficial plan.

Tan and Beige, Radio, Dyn., Power steering. Power
Brakes. One owner ear. 18.000 miles. Extra clean.

4
§

It’s only a baseball, but its the
whole world of sports to little
Dickie Miller of Thomaston whose
health will not let him look to a
future of games with other kids.
Dickie, the five year old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Miller of
West Main street, is plagued with
asthma and a collection of aller
gies which have baffled physicians.
Although he is old enough to have
started school, his afflictions have
kept him home.
Baseball on television is one of
his major interests. Jimmy Pier
sall of the Boston Red Sox is one
of his favorites and even though
he moves next year to the Cleve
land Indians, Dickie plans to
watch for him iri televised games.
A friend of the Miller family,
knowing Dickie’s interest in base
ball, mentioned the little fellow to
Piersall. The result was a special
delivery package delivered at the
Miller home Saturday morning by

Rockland dropped two basketball
contests over the weekend for their
11th and 12th setbacks of the sea
son against five wins. Ellsworth
thumped the visiting Tigers Friday
night 61 to 57 and Bucksport turned
back Rockland 61 to 48 Saturday
night at the Community Building
On Saturday night, Bucksportei
Fred Drew broke the scoring iein the opening frame with a foul'
shot. Jim Shaffi r then connected ,
for a right handed hook shot, after ’
missing a free throw.
Joe Terrio came through soon I
after with a shot under the bucket .
and a toss from the charity .strip
and Gary Stover connected with a
long set shot to give a brief lead. !
After the Bucksport Golden Bucks ‘
came through to take the lead, Bob
Huntley put one in with a driving
shot under the hoop to tie the
score at nine-all.
Ronald Keizer put in a bucket and
a free toss to tie up the tilt again
a few minutes later at 12-all. The
period ended with Bucksport taking
a 17 to 12 spread.
The Golden Bucks exploded at
the start of the second canto with
five quick points for a 22 to 12 lead.
Huntley and Shaffer then connected
to chalk up four points for Rock

land. The period ended with Ronald
Keizer sinking two free throws to
make the tally 31 to 21.

outdoor work. Earn a first-rate income in

a field that offers a big opixirtunity for
financial independence. Look at just a few

of the advantages that Gulf offers you:

• Choice location
• Noexperiencenececsary—Gulftrainsyou'
• Gulf pays you aa you train
• Backing of the famous Gulf name
• A line of G ulf products—the world 'a finest

• Heavy advertising and merchandising
support all year long

-sa

• Financial assistance to qualified inan

• NO JOB LAY-OFF

OPEN "HOUSE”
A COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE
Will BE ON THE PREMISES

TUESDAY, FEB. 17
1P.M.-5P.M.

7P.M.-9P.M.

1956 Country Sedan
KAIlAEord-o-niatie transmission. 2-tone green finish.
This is a 9 pass, wagon that is far better than average.

1956 Ranch Wagon

1958 Bel Air Sport Sedan

V-8, std. trans.

1958 Bel Air Sport Sedan
White and l.t. Green; radio, Ttirhoglide, V-8.

Light blue finish, V-8 motor and std. transmission.

White-wails, V-8.

1958 Bel Air Nomad Station Wagon
White and gra> ; radio. Power (Hide, power steering,
V-8. White-walls.

§

§

1958 Bel Air 4 Door Sedan
Beige and gold; radio. Turboglide

1958 Brookwood Station Wagon

>

Sierra gold, 6 eyl. Power Glide, back-up lights.

|
x
y

§
S

One

I nder 12,1100 miles.

|

KA HA P. Glide. V ery low mileage. 2-Tone blue finish.

Two to choose from. Both equipped with RAH and
Power Glid»*, V-8 motors and 2-tone paint.

1957 Bel Air Convertible
KAH. 2-tone blue with matching interior. Very clean
inside and out. HAD.

1957 ^lG'dCyl. 4 Dr. Station Wagon
Red and while.

1957 '210' 4 Door Station Wagon
Equipped with Chevrolet’s Economy V-8 Motor. This
wagon will have to he seen to be appreciated. 2-tone
blue paint with w/w tires. HAD.

.V clean straight one owner automobile. Equipped
with V-8 motor and an over-drive trans. Beautiful 2tone dusk pearl and ivory finish with matching in
terior. One of Chevrolet’s best models. KAH.

1956 Bel Air 4 Door Sedan
Black and yellow finish. Has a V-8 motor with Power
(il de transmission. KAH.

1956 '21C' 4 Dcor 8 Cylinder
1956 '210' 4 Door 8 Cylinder
2-tone paint with matching
interior. Priced right and ready to sell. It’s another
one of Chevrolet’s popular models. KAH.
Power (ilide transmission.

1956 '210' 4 Dr. 8 Cyl. Station Wagon
2 to choose from. One light blue and one 2-tone green
finish. Both clean inside and out. KAH.

1956 Bel Air Convertible
Here is a ear that will have to be seen to be appre
ciated. It bas Chevrolet’s Economy 8 Cyl. motor with
an Over-Drive transmission. So if you want gas
mileage here is the ear to buy. KAH.

1955 Bel Air Convertible 6 Cyl.
M’tb a standard trans. Turquoise and ivory finish.
VV/VV tires. A ebxin. ready to sell convertible. HAD.

1955 Station Wagons
(3 to choose from). 2 doors
i
and 4 doors. Whatever you
want we
wc have got. If
II we haven’t we will get It. All
colors.

1955 '210' Models
A 2 and 4 door s«*dan in stock. 6 Cyl. with std. trans.
They are both healthy little family cars. Economical
transportation.

1954 DelRay 2 Door Sedan
J

This is a ‘210’ model with a new paint job.
transportation. KAH.

Cheap

1954 StationWagon
r

>

(2 to choose from). Both have standard transmission
with 24 >nc paint. KAH.

) 1953 '21C and Bel Air Models
7
S

One of each. These cars have just been taken in
trade. Poth need paint. We will sell them the way
they are or paint them the color you prefer. Both
very god niechanicallv.

DODGE
1957 Coronet Lancer Sport Coupe
Equipped with V-8

motor, power steering, power
If you want

CAMDEN MUSTANGS TAKE WISCASSET
brakes, power-flite transmission, RAH.
a swept wing automobile, here it is.
AND BOOTHBAY TO TOP REGION
| 1954 Coronet 4 Door Sedan
A
With V-8 motor and power-flite trans.
TOURNEY IN WESTERN CLASS M
>

blazed on four baskets and four free throws
away for th< ;r 20th win of the sea for 12 points.
In the semi-final tournament Fri
son Saturday n*ght at Porter Memo
rial Gymnasium at Boothbay Re day night. Camden nipped Boothgion High School to thump the Wis bay 55 to 36 and Wiscasset over 5
casset R« risking 75 to 60 in the finals came Waldoboro 55 to 36.
The

Camden

Mustangs

| DESOTO
§ 1952 Firedome V-8 4 Door Sedan

| FORD

of the Western Maine Group Three
Class M tournament.
The Mustangs, who drove Wiscas
set from th» floor dui ing their two
meetings in 1. agu • p ay. jumped out
to a 17 to 9 lead in the first period
and addid 18 more points at half
time for a 35 to 25 difference. Cam
den continued to march on toward
their 20th victory with 20 more
points in the thiid fram« and 22
more in the last canto.
Camden Captain Leroy Bennett
led the team with 11 hoops and five
free throws for 27 points. Herb
Litchfield came next on the scor
ing line with seven buckets and two
foul shots for 16 points.
In the preliminary match, the

The Seahawks surprised Camden
with a 11 point lead in the first
period, but the Mustangs managed
to jump back on the comeback trail
to slip past Boothbay in the ight
minutes of play.
Bennett again was the big gun for
Camden with seven shots from the
flooi and live from the foul line
for 19 points. Walter Drinkwater
came next on the scoring line with
six hoops ar.d two free throws for
14 points.
In the preliminary hassle. Waldo
boro was no match foi the speedy
Wiscasset Redskins who took long
leads in each of the lour periods to
gain a berth in the finals.
Bob
Speai had 10 points for Waldoboro.

Boothbay Seahawks easily out
pointed Waldoboro Tl to 31. Charles
The fellow with money to burn
Drew was high scorer for the losers seldom has to beg for a match.
j

|
§
£

1J
j

Dark green finish.

KA HAMM. Light green finish. This car has power
steering and power brakes. Way above average.
K&H&MM. A complete new motor job. Yellow finish.
W/W tires. A lot of miles left. Plenty of room to haul
passengers, freight or whatever vou have to haul.

With power steering, power brakes, hyd. transmission,
RAH, 2 tone paint, backup lite, w/w tires and many
other extras, t omes and see this one.

1957 '98' Holiday Coupe
With pull Power Equipment. Come in and see this
one if you want to see an automobile that looks like
new. Low milage with K&H and w/w tires.

1956 '98'Holiday Coupe

1955 Super'88' Holiday Coupe
RAHAHyd. 2 tone paint. A one owner car.

1955 '98' 4 Door Sedan
A good average automobile with a lot of power equipment
that makes driving a lot easier. We also have a Holiday
Coupe in the same model with the same equipment.
RAHAHydJePSAPB.

* tune blue finish.

PONTIAC
1959 Catalina Coupe
K&H&Hyd. 2 tune paint with matching interior.
tires.

W/W

1957 Super Chief 4 Door Sedan
Here is un automobile that looks and drives like a new
one. Equipped with RAHAHyd. transmission, 2 tone
green finish and w/w tires.

1956 '860' 4 Door Sedan
Here Is another one owner car that runs like a new one.
I>ark gray finish with KAH. Clean inside and out. If
you are shopping lor a bargain in an automobile include
this one on your list of consideration.

1953 2 Door Sedan
Here is an automobile that
quile some time that must
weekend at a bargain price
and own a lot of automobile
able.

has been around here for
be sold. She will go this
so why not get here early
for a price this is unbeliev

RAMBLER
1957 4 Door Super Station Wagon
HAD and Overdrive transmission. A one owner wagon
with low mileage. If you want a late station wagon
that will be cheap to operate come in and buy this one.

STUDEBAKER
1953 2 Door Sedan
JumI arrived. The only one wc have.

VOLKSWAGON
1957 and a 1956
Both good ready to Hell cars.

KAH.

PLYMOUTH
1957 Savoy 2 Door Sedan
If you are shopping for a dark gray, low mileage, • cyl.
Plymouth that runs as well as it looks, why not drop
in and see this one. We also have two more to choose
from that yon could look over at the same time.

1956 Plaza 4 Door V-8

Beautiful dk.
green finish with matching interior. W/W tires, RAH.

KAH.

MERCURY
1956 Convertible Coupe

1954 Super '88' 4 Door Sedan

With std trans. Ci to eboose from). Both have 2-tone
paint. Good transportation for a small amount of
money. RAHA D.

Belt Gregory of Glen Cove, who has contributed scores
of highly interesting articles to this newspaper, dealing
with tbe men and activities of the old Rockland, Thomaston
and Camden Street Railway with which he was long asso
a sso-
ciated, has a romantic streak in him when it comes to any
form of public transportation.
He viewed with keenest regret
passing of the
R. T.
C. and the ending of the ste:
■ service of the
Eastern to Boston. Bangor and points Easf filled him with
nostalgia. As could he expected the proposed cessation of
passenger service by the Maine Central Railroad also
touched him deeply. He not only thought dreary thoughts
about the matter, he did something about it, and was a
passenger on the final morning train out of Rockland to
Portland :«n«l return
We felt the same thoughts concerning the final morning
train arid sincerely hope we will be in good enough shape
to make the final passenger trip out of Rockland with him
in April, for he will surely be aboard.
This world would he a better place in which to live it
it held a great many more Bert Gregorys.

Black finish.

With Full Power Equipment. Beautiful 2 tone blue
finish with matching interior. A big car for a small price.

1957 Bel Air 4 Door Sport Sedan

I

KAH. Cheap transportation.

OLDSMOBILE
1959 Super '88' 4 Door Sedan

Dusk pearl, VV/VV.

1957 '210'2 Door Sedan

KA HAD.

I.ight green finish.

1955 StationWagon

1957 Bel Air 4 Door

RAHATurboglide and P. S.

Priced right. KAII.

1953 Custom z6' 4 Door Sedan
KAEM with V-8 motor

I 1957 Be! Air 2 Door Sedan
§

1954 Crestline 4 Door Sedan

1952 Crestline Convertible Coupe

I

owner.

1955 Victoria Coupe

1954 Ranch Wagon 2 Door Sedan

Beige and eoral; radio. Power Glide, power steering
and power brakes.

Dark blue finish. Very good.

Beautiful 2 tom* red-ivory finish. Equipped with V-8
motor, Ford-o-matic trans., RAH, and VV/W tires.

1958 impala Sport Coupe
i

RAH.

A big roomy 4 door station wagon, priced to sell, RAH

2 'Tone 'turquoise.
Radio, PGAPSAPower Brakes.
V-8
Never registered, like brand new.

A ROMANTIC STREAK ON TRANSPORTATION

Read The Courier-Gazette.

Station of your own! Healthy, interesting

1959 Sedan DeVille

Over the years we have achieved a high regard for
the public spirit and unfailing generosity of the Rockland
Lodge of Elks.
It is not only at Christmas time that the Elks practice
their policy of lending a helping hand to those in need. It
is a year round proposition with them. They seek no credit
for this public-spirited action, and a person in trouble need
not be an Hlk to receive aid
Th‘‘y piactice quietly the eternal slogan ‘ Even unto
the leUst of these” and we. who are not an Elk, have seen
scores of such acts of mercy, unheralded and unsung, to
those who need aid.

57 score.
At Ellsworth Friday night, Rock
land managed to stay within one
point of the locals 12 to 11 going
into the first period, before Ells
worth got hot and swarmed all over
the visitors for a 24 point surge.
Rockland could only muster 13 pet
cent of their shots during that sec
ond canto to score 10 points.
Jim Shaffei
paced
Rockland
again with five hoops and two free
throws for a dozen points, followed
by Bob Huntley with four bucketsa.
The Rockland Junior Varsity
squad again chalked up a victory as
they romped 70 to 37 over the host
squad in the preliminary match.

Here's your chance Io run a Gulf Service

§

THE ELKS CLUB ALWAYS COMES THROUGH

The Rockland junior varsity five
salvaged the opener with a 69 to

TO BE YOUR OWN BOSS

1957 Country Sedan

I

Jim Shaffer paced Rockland with
four hoops and three fret- throws
foi 11 points. Ronald Keizer dropped
in one hoop and three free tosses
for five points

WONDERFUL
OPPORTUNITY

CADILLAC

ANOTHER "FIRST" FOR MAINE

Bucksport continued, to
press
Rockland in the lattei two periods
with a man to man press until
they went out ahead on a big score.

1957 Fairlane Sport Coupe

§

§

The tallest structure in the world, a TV tower 1619 feet
high, will be erected the coming summer at Raymond for
the Gannett TV station WGAN of Portland. This installa
tion, due to be operational in the fall, should greatly im
prove Channel 13 reception in this area.
The new tower will be twice as tall as the famed Eiffel
Towel’ in Paris, and 154 taller than the highest antenna on
New York's Empire State Building
Another *‘first.” for Maine.

(2 to choose from). One std. trans, and one Ford-omatie. Both 8 eyl. Good straight and ready to sell
automobiles. One black, the other 2-tone. RAH.
6 Cyl. with a std. trans. Dark gray finish.
Come in and price this one.

KAHAIhn.

CHEVROLET

sible.
The writer of that article. George B. Wood, can speak
with real authority on this and similar services for the gen
eral good and notes that the local Chapter was reimbursed
bv thp National Red Cross to the tune of$2,690.
pfe urges strong support of the Knox County Chapter’s
annual drive for funds in the near future, and in this
thought we are with him all the way. We urge the careful
reading of his communication to the editor under the title
of “tfas Helped Many Families In Distress.”

TIGER VARSITY DROPS TWO TILTS
TO ELLSWORTH AND BUCKSPORT
AS JAYVEES TAKE BOTH PRELIMS

Green and tthite.

lull Power, RAtlAK.sd

A strong and most convincing plea for support for the
KnoX County Chapter, American Red Cross, appears in
another column of this issue.
ft brings home the fact that despite great natural dis
asters elsewhere over the country the Knox County Chapter
has served us extremely well when it has come to the aid
of disaster victims in our own section. It points out the fact
that families driven from homes destroyed by fire— in the
Bicknell blaze in this city, and in home fires in Hope, North
Union and Tenants Harbor, have received prompt and sadly
needed aid from the Knox County Chapter to the amount ot
$2,931 for food, lodging and medical care, in addition to
gathering household goods and making rehabilitation pos

postman Jim Thornton.
Noting the return address, Jim
helped unwrap the package, sus
pecting its contents, perhaps. Sure
enough, out popped a baseball
autographed by Jim Piersall es
pecially for Dickie, and a photo
graph of the baseball player, too.
The inscription on the ball read,
“To my pal Dickie Miller from
Jim Piersall.’’ On the opposite
side of the sphere was the note, “A
ball used in the last game at Wash
ington. 1958 season.’’
The thoughtful act of the base
ball great has made one little
duffer mighty happy. For the mo
ment, he has forgotten that he can
not enjoy the delights of childhood
such as playing with the other
kids, going to school and feasting
on ice cream, candy, cake and
other goodies. When his severely
restricted diet gets him down, he
can feast on his prizes of the base
ball and picture; the envy of most
every kid in town.

1955 Century 4 Door

§

STATES CASE ADMIRABLY
Photo by Cullen
Tow headed Dickie Miller, who got short changed on some of the
fun of childhood, holds the baseball and picture he received from his
baseball idol Jim Piersall. To say Dickie is pleased is to make the
understatement of the year. With him, the deal is Super.

1957 Custom '3C0' 4 Door Sedan

BUICK
1958 Special Riviera Coupe

Cheap transportation.

With a standard transmission. HAD. Here is another
one that is going to go at a price this weekend.

1953 Cranbrook 2 Door Sedan
2 tone paint.

Very clean Inside and out.

CHEVROLET
1956 1 Ton Pickup
With HAD. Dark bine finish.

1956 I Ton Pickup

1959 Galaxie 4 Door Sedan
Ford’s best model. Equipped with RAH and Ford-omatic transmission. W/W tires, electric wipers, outside mirror, padded dash, padded sun visors, 2-tone
paint and under-coat.

1957 Custom 2 Door Sedan
Locally owned. A little over 12.(NN) miles. 8 Cyl. motor
with a std. trans. Clean as a whistle. Priced right.

LOCAL BANK FINANCING

With a factory built Rack Body. 4 speed transmisaton
and dual wheels. A good clean one owner track. Dark
green finish.

FORD
1955 1 Ton Pick-up
A good clean track that runs like new.

OPEN 7 DAYS AND 7 NIGHTS

HAROLD C. RALPHS
ROUTES

1

AND 32

WALDOBORO

TEL. TEMPLE 2-5321

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 17, 1959

Municipal Court

Rage Thrn

It's King James And Queen Dorcas At Warren High

Winter Carnival
At Snow Bowl
Next Sunday

Three boys were placed on pro
bation and a fourth sentenced to
the State School for Boys after
Court Recorder Domenic Cuccinello
heard a pre-sentence report from
The Camden Outing Club is in
Probation-Parole
Officer
Bruce
full swing for its anual Winter Car
Webb of East Union in Municipal
nival with a full program of winter
A chimney fire sent Rockland I Court Monday moi ning.
firemen to the home of Gerry Clem-, The lour 16 year old lads, three
sports activities beginnig at 1.30
Sunday. February 22.
[Social and community events !ents at 232 Limerock Street, Roek-:j,oni Rockland and the other from
The volunteer committees have
are solicited for this calendar. All land, Saturday night, There was Rockport, were found guilty of
been at work all fall and winter and
are free and space here cannot be no re ported damage.
juvenile delinquency after they
purchased.
Strictly commercial'
report that the ice is in the best
were arraigned in court February
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can
St George firemen answered a 6 of breaking, entering and larceny
condition it has been for years.
not be accepted. The decision of call for a chimney fire at the into Munsey’s Store, owned by
The ski slope has been widened
the editor is final.]
Wiley’s Corner Grange- Hall Sat Everett Munsey, at the junction of
and cleared and the club house
Feb. 17 Annual South School PTA urday night. The blaze was out on Birch and North Main Streets,
ready to warm and welcome all the
Card Party.
a n ival.
families in the areas to another
February 4.
Feb. 17 Rebekahs m >. t Odd Fel-1
winter carnival.
Rockland Police noted that a total
lows Hall. 7.30 p in.
The program begins in the morn
Spooner S. Davis of the State De of $41.72 in cigarettes, beer, candy
Feb. 18
Si. Peter’s Episcopal
ing with Family Fun at the club,
partment
of
Audit
is
auditing
the
and
change
were
removed
from
the
Church Women will meet in the
skiiing, skating, snowshoeing slid
books of the City of Rockland pre store at that time. Cuccinello gave
Undei ci of t a t 7.<30 p. m
ing or just a cup of cocoa while
F<>ib. 19 Public meeting for Thom paratory to the publication of the three of the boys a. suspended sen
watching the young generation
tence to the State School for Boys
aston citizens regarding School , annual city report.
warm up for the afternoon’s com
District 5, at Watts Hall at 7.30.
and placed them on probation fo:
Feb. 19 Emblem Club social meet- i Smoking in bed was attributed as one year with the specific condition
petition. The Hi-Y group of Cam
ing, Elks Home, 8 p. in.
den High School will man the
the probable cause of a .$1,000 blaze that they refrain from questionable
Feb. 20—City Schools, close.
kitchen so there will be plenty of
which gutted the second floor rear associates and be home by 8 p. m.
Feb. 20—Educational Club meets
food on hand all day.
The fourth boy was sent to the
from 2 to 5 p. m. at the Fa i ns- apartment of Miss Shirley Steele at
At 1.30 prompt, the slalom and
worth Museum. Box lunch and 4.55 a. m. Sunday at 16 Elm Street, State School for Boys because the
downhill racers of the area will
Rockland.
File Department offi Court Recorder felt that he has not
social hour from 5 to 6 p.m.
take over the hill with a performcials noted that the. fire spread to learned his lesson in previous pro
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday.
that shows the style and
the bedroom walls and contents be bationary periods.
March 2 City Schools reopen.
• * *
of the young skiers of the
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day.
fore it was brought under control.
March 21—First Day of Spring.
Gus Weiners of Rockport is
There were no reported injuries.
Elmer Matson. 19. of East Friend
Photo
by
Sheai
March 22—Palm Sunday.
heading the committee.
The two and one-half story wooden ship entered a plea of guilty to
Two seniors, James Perry, son of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
baseball. Dorcas Jones is co-editor of the school’s annual publica
March 27—Good Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. David Brown of
frame building is owned by Henry Charles of reckless driving and fail
Perry, and Dorcas Jones, daughter ol Mr. and Mrs. Fremont Jones,
tion, secretary of the senior class, president of the Warren High
March 29—Easter.
Hope are running the flying saucer
were crowned King and Queen of the annua! Warren High School
Steele.
ing to obey the order of a police
School chapter of the National Honor Society and a member of the
April 15—The Rockland Women’s
Snow Carnival by Principal Edgar Lemke before a large audience
races for the big and little tots.
Student Council and the Safety Council.
officer to stop.
Club Spring Fashion Show and ;
F'riday night at Glover Hall in Warren. They were chosen by popu
The proceeds of the Carnival will go toward the annual Senior
The skating races and demonstra
The Sheriff’s Patrol charged that
Bridge at 8 p. m. at the Legion! A card party will be held at 7.30
lar vote for the high honor out of a field of two candidates from each
Washington trip. The affair, whieh was co-sponsored by the Parenttions are held in the latter part of
p. m. Thursday at the Grand Army Matson made several turns on
Hall.
class.
Teachers Association and the Senior Class Mothers, was headed by
the afternoon. There is skating for
Hall in Rockland under the joint Route 97 in Friendship February 12
The coronation highlighted a full evening of entertainment which
Mrs. Willis Moody, Sr.
everyone eight to 80 and a whale
and
when
he
saw
the
police
cruiser,
auspices
of
the
Veterans
of
Foreign
Eddies Self Service Market at
featured solos by Louise Lord, Harvey Norwood and the Warren
In the picture from left to right are the other aspirants for the
of a lot of fun.
shut off his headlights, traveled
High School Glee Club. A skit was also presented under the direc
Rankin Block was entered some Wars and the Auxiliary
coveted title with the new King and Queen of the Carnival: Richard
Mrs. Paul Millington is busy at
tion of Judy Dillaway.
over a vacant field and struck a
Perry, Arthur Heathcote, Howard Wiley, James Perry, Dorcas
time Saturday night. Rockland
work organizing the snow figures.
James Perry is treasurer of the Student Council and has played
Jones, Sandra Leino, Jean Draper and Nancy Spear.
Police said Monday.
About $20
Superintendent of Schools Bruce clump of trees. He was* lined $25
After two years of February thaw,
in change and cigarettes were re Kinney of District 5 is attending a on the former charge and $15 on the
she expects this to be the biggest
moved at that time. The store, convention of the American Asso failing to obey an officer complaint.
“Snowman contest in the state”.
• • •
whieh is owned by Edward Turn- ciation of School Administrators in
bull, was entered by smashing a Atlantic City. He is expected home
Robert E. Barker, 19, of Edington
lock on the rear door.
was assessed a fine of $200 or 30
Thursday.
days in jail after he was found
BORN
guilty of operating a vehicle after
Harjula—At Knox Hospital. Feb. the Secretary of State revoked his
Union and Rockport gained spots throws for 16 points. Teammates
13, to Mr. and'Mrs. Albert Harjula. driver’s license. His appeal to the
Motorists were advised today by
in
the finals of the Western Maine Dick Turner and Charles Crockett
a son.
May term of Knox County Supe
were credited with 15 and 14 points the Automobile Legal Associat.on to
Christianson—At Knox Hospital. rior Court was noted and he was
Class S tournament at Lewiston
protect their hard-working eng.nes
respectively.
Fob. 14, to Mr. and Mrs. Waldemar released on $500 sureties.
when they easily gained victories I Reginald Mitchell shot five from with a
air filter refill; though
Christianson of Jefferson, a son.
The Sheriff’s Patrol, who stopped
at Thompson Memorial Gymnasium the floor to pace Appleton with 10 few drivers realize it, this adjust
William Thon, A.N.A., Port Clyde
Tolman—At Vinalhaven, Feb. 13.
him on Route 1 in Warren February
in Union Friday night in the Group points. Jenness Gushee came up ment is necessary every 10,000
artist, will exhibit at the 134th to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Tolman. 15. asserted that his right to drive
a son.
One preliminaries.
with three baskets and two free miles — failure to make it can
Annual Exhibition of the National
was revoked July 8. 1958. after he
spell trouble.
Rockport thumped Appleton 68 to throws for eight points.
was found guilty of second offense
DIED
Academy of Design opening at the
“Today’s automobiles use 12,000
30 and Union thundered past Lib- ( Union routed Liberty 65 to 18.
Frost—At Waldoboro. Feb. 13 drunken driving.
times as much air as gasol.ne,”
Academy’s galleries, 1083 Fifth Aveerty 65 to 18.
with
Coach
Vernon
Hunter
putting
• • •
Clarence J. Frost, age 77 years.
After Rockport went ahead 33 to in the entire Eagle bench during the ALA General Manager Ph.lip C.
nue, Thursday. February 19, and Funeral services were held Sunday
James A. MadMillan, 22. of Thom
20
at halftime over the Appleton event. John Hanley was high man Thibodeau pointed out, “so the pre
continuing through March 15. Th
from the Flanders Funeral Home in aston pleaded guilty to speeding 40
five, the Beavers drove in 19 points for Union with seven baskets and vention of airborne dust, grit and
exhibition will include 255 exhibits Waldoboro with Rev. Philip G. miles an hour in a 25 mile zone
and 16 more points in the final one free toss for 15 points.
Ted dirt from being sucked into the
Entombment
painting in oil, sculpture, prints Palmer officiating.
chapter to carry away the contest. Goff came next on the scoring line engine’s vital parts becomes a
was in the German Protestant on Main Street in Rockland Feb
drawings and watercolors by artists Cemetery.
ruary 13 and was fined $15. Rock
For this
Dick Salminen paced the winners with five baskets and one from the pretty important job.”
from 21 states; 161 members and
purpose, most cars now use a dry
Thorndike—At Camden. Feb. 14, land Police made the arrest.
with seven hoops and two free foul line for 11 points.
• • •
75 non-members are represented.
Clarence E. Thorndike, age 74
type air filter, but even these grad
The National Academy of Design years. Funeral services Wednesday
ually become dirt-clogged, thereby
Cuccinello dismissed a charge of
is the oldest art group in New York at 2 p. m. from the Laite Funeral assault and battery against a 12
cutting off the vital air supply.
Home
in
Camden.
Interment
will
be
City organized and administered by
Poor gasoline mileage and sluggish
year old Rockland boy.
He was
in
Mountain
View
Cemetery.
artists for the advancement of the
engine performance result.
charged with assaulting another
Folsom
—
At
Rockland,
Feb.
14,
arts in this country. The member
Continued operation of a motor
Mrs. Flora K. Folsom widow of lad. Donald Ulmer, February 12. in
ship consists of Academicians and Albert Folsom.
On Monday, the Chamber of
Murray’s Shoe Store, Ethel Po with a dirty air filter can cause car
Funeral services Rockland. The charges arose over
Associates distinguished in th( I today at 2 p. m. from the Burpee a gang fight, Rockland Police
Commerce
identified
shoppers land, 24 Otis street. J. J. New bon deposits, excessive smoking and
fields of painting, archil cture.l Funeral Home with Rev. William J. noted.
berry Co., Vivia Jameson, 24 oil dilution which may result in
who were presented gifts by Rock
sculpture and work
the graphic Robbins officiating. Interment will
• • o
Holmes street.
extra wear and cause expens.ve re
land
merchants during Dollar
be in Achorn Cemetery.
Friends
arts.
Puritan
Clothes,
Linwood pair bills.
But a dry air filter
A fine of $10 was levied on Arthur
Days
last
week.
• Morse, fa-! are requested to omit flowers,
Samuel Finl
B
Adams. 24 Oak street. Savitt’s, refill costs less than a tank of gas
L. Herrick, 23, of Camden after
The
grand
award
of
the
sales
Willson—At Winchendon. Mass.,
mous portrait painter, whose work
C.
Freeman. Tenants
Harbor. and under normal conditions, it will
he pleaded guilty to operating a
event, a Hi-Fi set from Bitler’s Sears Roebuck,
is catalogued n private collections] Feb. Il, Mrs.'Martha Willson, form- vehicle without registration on
Billy
Carver. protect your engine from this type
1 erly of Union, age 79 years.
Car & Home Supply, and present South Hope.
and mils urns in the United States
of damage for at least 10.0C0 miles.
Lamb—At Greenwood. Miss.. Feb. Route 90 in Warren. State Police
ed by the Chamber, went to
and abroad, but better known to 15, Ernest B. Lamb, formerly of
Self
Service
Shoe,
Glenda
stopped him February 14.
Susan
Stack*pole
of
Thomaston.
the world at large as the inventor Warren and Stamford, Conn., age 1i
Butler, Rockland. Senter-Crane’s, 130 Union street.
McLain Shoe
Other gifts .are listed according Annie Black. Glen Cove. George
of the telegraph was its first presi 82 years.
Funeral services were
Store, Mis. John Stanley, Upper
Richard Fowles, 19. of 5 Perry
to
the
store
making
the
presenta

; held in Greenwood, Miss., with in Street, Rockland, was charged by
dent.
Uzzell Studio,
Photo by Cullen tion and the recipient. They are: A. Shute Barber Shop. K. O. , Pleasant street.
Thon's work was one of 75 select terment there also.
Akers, 139 Limerock street.
Gertrude Boody, Pleasant street.
Rockland Police with operating a
Ote Lewis, veteran Ash Point lobsterman. displays the new style
Aston’s, Fiances Norton. South
Gledhill—At Tenants Harbor. Feb.
ed from 919 non-member entries
Sulka Jewelers. Eina Aho, 58 |
vehicle without a license on Main lobster trap which he has designed and is about to try out. H< feels
Bell Shops. Betty North Main street.
submitted to the jury of painters 13, Rev. George H. Gledhill, age 54 Street in Rockland February 15. He he has solved tin* problem ol tin lobsters escaping once the> have Thomaston.
Newbert’s ■
years. Funeral services were held
Mason, 412 Pleasant street.
and sculptors elected from the
Restaraunt, Mabie Oakes, Vinal-I
i Monday from the Thomaston Fed- was fined $25 or 10 days in jail after been enticed into the trap.
Bettefan
Shop.
Donald
Webber,
membership of the National Acad 'erated Church with Rev. Di. Cor- entering a plea of guiltv to the
haven.
City Service Gasoline.
Ash Point has veteran lobs' t imen who ha Ve shown 534 Old County Road.
Cap’n Ote Lewis i
Burpee Harriet Carroll, Union.
emy of Design.
nelius E. Clark, superintendent of flense.
considerable
interest
and
Furniture,
E.
C.
Bartlett,
87
designed a new lobsti r trap which
Seaview Garage, Mabie Snow.
i Congregational - Christian Churches
ing to set te st traps.
Broadway.
Introduction to new subscribers ; of 'Maine, and Rev. Dr. William I.
Two charges were filed by Cucci he feels will fool even the most
Carr’s Wallpaper, Bert Collaonly: 30 weeks Time, $3.
Good Bull of Hanover. N. H.. assisted by nello afte-r a story was unfolded in crafty of crustaceans.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
more, Rockland; Bryan Robinson.
until April 15. No renewals at this Rev. John A. Morrison, pastor of court concerning the sale of a vehi
Reporting on experiments whim
the
Federated
Church,
officiating.
Warren;
Robert
Genevicz,
Rock

special rate.
Subscriptions taken
cle late Friday night to Francis E. he has conducted this winter ir
WILL take care of children dur
Continued from Page On*»
Weekly, Monthly, or Yearly
land.
to all magazines, new or renewal. Interment was at Tenants Harbor. Carlson. 24. of 67 Park Street. tanks with the old style traps, b
ing day while mother works. Tele
through a spy glass for a relative,
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Carroll Cut Rate, Mrs. E. R. phone 175-M. MRS. GUY EASLER,
SHERWOOD E. FROST, 158 North
says
that
two-thirds
of
the
lobstei?
Rockland,
by
Joseph
Burk.
37.
of
( ARD OF THANKS
whom she had expected, from the
16A20-21425&29-30
Harper.
33
Cedar
street.
Child

19
Hall
Street.
21*23
Main Street, Tel. 1181-J.
17*23
who
entered
through
the
conven

We wish to thank our many South Portland.
cottage of her brother. Harold
ren's
Specialty,
Mary
Lane,
West
tional
heads
were
able
to
worm
friends and neighbors and the fish
Carlson explained that he pur
Bunker, on the shore off Burgess
Rockport.
Telephone 76 for all social items, ermen for their cards, flowers and chased the Burk vehicle late Fri their way out again after they nad
Cove, when she saw Lavon Ames.
Coffin’s, Mrs. Gladys Fletcher.
guests, parties, etc., for The other kindnesses shown during the day night with the specific instruc dined.
Jr., cut the « i n«•
Courier-Gazette,
Mrs.
Margaret recent loss of our beloved husband tion to use the same registration
Friendship. Crie Hardware. Vir
He has done away with the funnel
The Ames outboard boat, which
Winchenbaugh, 1G1 Limerock Street, and father. Joseph Hutchinson.
and plates until Tuesday, when the hoops, guy lines and the parloi had come from the northern end of ginia Heal, Camden.
Mrs. Abbie Hutchinson.
social reporter.
tf
Crockett’s Baby Shop. Mrs. R.
head.
In
their
place
he
has
knitted
car will be properly’ recorded in
the island, continued in a south
Mrs. Vera Boman,
and installed two nylon heads which erly direction after the defendant W. Sorensen, Port Clyde. Ec
his name.
’Mrs. Gladys Coombs,
The FIRST two things to protect are your home and
The respondent remarked that run from side to side with a dia waved his arm in the direction of onomy Clothes, Elizabeth Kauf
Vinalhaven.
21-lt
the car was still registered to mond opening in the center. Th( the cottage. Mrs. Bearce remarked. man. South Thomaston.
your
liability for auto accidents.
Gifford’s Music Shop. W. R.
CARD OF THANKS
Burk when he was questioned by trap has four openings, two on
Mrs. Bearce answered a question
Gordon. Belfast. Gonia Wallpaper
I wish to thank the Rockport State Police on Route 1 in Rock each side.
in cross examination which noted
Methodist Church and all the dear land Feb. 14 concerning the owner
Ote’s theory is that the lobster that she was not a member of Store, Dorothy Nolan, 8 Brewster
The Homeowners Policy and the Family Auto Lia
people who remembered my 85th
street.
can
enter
from
either
side
and
must
ship of the vehicle. He explained
bility
together may be had for $17.41 dawn and $12.33
either
faction
on
the
island.
Thomp

birthday so kindly.
Goodnow’s Drug Store, Marion
that this was done since he was go downward through the diamond son or Ames.
Mrs. Annie Spear,
per month far only 8 months.
Black,
Thomaston.
Gregory
’
s.
opening
to
get
the
bait
on
the
traj
In a motion for a directed ver
Rockport.
21*11 unable to register his car over the
weekend, but needed the vehicle bottom. Once in the base of th< dict, with the jury out of the court Mrs. Margaret Rogers, Thomas
trap, he says that the creature can room. Harold Rubin of Bath, coun ton and Ruth E. Dean, Camden.
CARD OF THANKS
for transportation.
Green’s Shoe Store. H. A. Ryan.
We wish to extend our sincere
Cuccinello filed charge of illegal] go over, under or behind the head sel for the defendant, asserted that
thanks to relatives, friends and use of plates against Burk and whieh has no maze of guys as in the testimony fails to show that this 30 High street.
Vesper Leach.
neighbors who extended sympathy operating with no
registration the old traps, but cannot get out action was not done without the Bonnie Beverage, North Haven.
to us in the loss of our dear father.
IN$UROR$
the diamond opening through which written permission of the plaintiff,
Lloyd‘s Pharmacy. Susan Ames,
The many beautiful floral tributes, against Carlson, upon payment of he dropped in his quest for food.
15 Ocean street; Virginia Wall.
$5
court
costs
from
each
of
them.
TEL
393
especially
since
it
was
committed
14
SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND
cards and comforting messages
He has made a sample three feet in daylight. The motion was over Tenants Harbor; Edwin Monk.
were greatly appreciated. We also
long
in
two
styles,
both
the
round
Waldoboro.
(
AKD
OF
THANKS
w’ish to thank the friends who so
ruled and Justice Archibald recalled
A. E. MacPhail. Donald Greg
I wish to express my sincere and square. He notes that the trap the jury to hear the summation of
kindly offered their cars and helped
ory, 38 Summer street. Meredith
in any way at the home. We are thanks to all of my relatives, fishes from both sides the full the two sides.
especially grateful to Mrs. Mary neighbors and friends for the many length, and can be handled, when
At the conclusion of Superior Furniture, Stephen Young. Rock
Gay, R. N., who has been so kind cards, letters and remembrances I pulled from the water, from either
Court
Friday afternoon. Richard land.
and faithful to our Dad. Especial have received since I have been ] side.
Whitman. 19, of Rockland was found
thanks also to Rev. John Morrison away from home. Also the North
Ote is prepared to test out his in guilty of breaking, entering and i day to day. pending sentence by
and members of Orient Lodge. Haven Baptist Church, the Guild,
vention against the conventional larceny into Charlie’s Smoke Shop j Justice Archibald. Whitman was
AF&AM, for their kind words of and the Sunday School for their
trap and has shown it to several on September 17. The store, which i ordered held on $5,000 bail,
cards and gifts.
comfort.
Frank W. Waterman.
Family of Harrison Whitehill.
is owned by Charles Lassell, is .A charge of illegal parking again-.t
21*11
21*lt
CARD OF THANKS
situated at the corner of Park and Harold S. Watts of St. George was
You’re always welcome
_________
I wish to express my grateful Main Streets in Rockland.
| filed, upon payment of $5 court
Typewriters and Adding
IN MEMORIAM
IN MEMORIAM
thanks to Dr. Apollonio, Dr. Root
The
charge
was
continued
from
costs.
Machine Repair Service
In memory of my beloved hus- and Dr. Allen and to all the nurses
In loving memory of Mrs. MadALL WORK GUARANTEED
olyn M. Sprague, who passed away band, Wilson A. Moon, who died who gave me such wonderful care
February 17. 1948.
February 18. 1958.
The horn* o# UU CLEAN-UP LOANS
and to everyone who sent me cards
His loving wife. Mildred S. Moon.
Husband and Daughters.
while I was a patient at the Knox
your P',ed uP b>lls "»» with • BENEFICIAL
21-lt
148-T-U
Hospital. Thank you one and all.
Bill Clean-Up Loan! Then, nuke only one monthly
Harry A. Earl.
payment instead of several... and have more cash left
21 It
over each month! Remember: it’s just like 1-2-3 to

Coming Events

NEW LOBSTER TRAP DESIGNED

UNION AND ROCKPORT ASSURED
OF STATE TOURNAMENT BERTHS
IN SMALL SCHOOLS CIRCUIT

Thon Painting
Selected For
New York Show

Engine Air Filters
Require Attention

FORTY SHOPPERS RECEIVE GIFTS
FROM ROCKLAND MERCHANTS

Rent An

Adding Machine
State News Co.

Superior Court

Two Problems ■ One Solution

IV. C. jCodd & Sens

Just say
tha word!

a< BENEFICIAL

State News Co.

NOTICE
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE
LADY ASSISTANT

PHONE 701
• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

14

— ANNOUNCEMENT YOUR SONOTONI HEARING CENTER
WIU. BE OPEN ON THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 19
_______

AT TNE HOTEL THORNDIKE
HOURS: 1 toir. M.
0k Al Mokos

WILLIAM J. LUTZ- District Manager.

rail up . . . come in . . . and pick up your loan at
BENEFICIAL! Phone toda,/

< AKD OF THANKS
I wish to express my most sin
cere thanks to Dr. Wasgatt and Di
Eddy and to all the nurses for their
wonderful care while I was a pa
tient at Knox Hospital. Also my
thanks to Rev. Charles Monteith
and to everyone who sent me flow
ers and cards; to the Scotts for the
iovelv basket of fruit and to all my
relatives, neighbors and friends for
the Sunshine Basket I have re
ceived since at my home.
Kenneth Carroll.

21*lt

SHORTY'S calso station
ROCKLAND

745 MAIN STREET

Loans $20 to $2500

plus life insurance at no ntra coot

3K MAIN STREET, 2nd FI., ROCKLAND
FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLOG. . Ftwne: UM
OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON

WILL BE

OPEN: 6:30 a.m.t« Midnight

BENEFICIAL FINANCE CO.

r«

Page Four

Good Breakfast
is Vital For
School Children
Eating a good breakfast before
leaving for school is vital to the
health and study of Maine young
sters. said today Dr. Kathryn E.
Briwa, Extension Service nutri
tion
specialist,
University of
Maine.
Of course, a good breakfast is
important to every person, re
gardless of age or type of activity.
"I feel that breakfast is the most
important meal of the day." added
Dr. Briwa.
"A good breakfast
carries its goodness over into the
afternoon."
People who skip breakfast get
less done and feel let down and
tired. Often they have accidents
because of their fatigue. Children
don't do their best work in school.
Bo it pays to eat a good breakfast,
one that builds and repairs the
body as Well as acting as a Stock
er for energy.
Dr. Briwa warns against putting
too much reliance on the hot
school lunch and forgetting that
both breakfast and the evening
meal must be well balanced, too.
All three meals need to feed the j
school child adequately.
A satisfactory breakfast for a I
youngster dashing for the school
bus might be a glass of milk, a
glass of orange juice, and a dish
of cereal.
An egg could be
beaten into a glass of milk or
orange juice to make a nutritious
and tasty eggnog. Cooked eggs
and toast with butter might well
be added to the child's breakfast.
"And if you can devise some
method of slowing down the
child's mad dash to get to school,
it might help to assure that he
gets an adequate breakfast,"
pointed out the Extension special
ist.
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Fancy Tkatl

I we would wager that the Order is
: as good as killed.

By Floyd T. Nate

—

Maine Farmers
$138,GC0
Tax

International Bridge
Citizens of the United States and
Get
Canada put on a solid display of
Unity this last week when the Leg
Rebate
islative Highway Committee held Gas
a public hearing on a bill to pro i Maine farmers who took advant
vide a bridge from Lubec to
age of the federal gasoline tax
Campobello Island.
j rebate on non-highway farm used
The Island is now served by a ! gasoline received refunds totaling
small ferry which suspends ser
over $138,000 according to Jerome
vice at night leaving the Islanders [ Emerson, president of the Maine
sometimes without medical protec Farm Bureau Association.
tion and oftentimes cutting them I “Figures obtained from the disoff completely from the mainland. ; trict director of Internal Revenue
More than 50 residents of Camp in Augusta revealed that 2.789
obello and Washington County Maine farmers claiming the re
made the long trip to Augusta to fund received a total of $138,143.53
speak for the bill.
for the fiscal year ending June 30.
Rep. Sumner T. Pike (R—Lubec) 1958.” said Mr. Emerson.
This figure compares to $33,413
sponsor of the bill pointed out that
the bridge would provide needed lefunded to farmers who filed
dollars for this section of Maine their claims for the previous fis
because of the tourist attraction cal year.
Relief from the federal gasoline
for Campobello. It would also im
prove ferry service to Grand Ma- tax on “off the highway” farm
nan Island, nine miles off the used gasoline was requested by
farmers through the American
Maine coast.
Pike said that another economic Farm Bureau for several years
boost was in the offing for this and the tax was finally repealed
area. Dore Shary, who wrote the by Congress in 1956.
play “Sunrise At Campobello” de
picting the early life of FDR is in
terested now in filming the story East Liberty
and naturally he wants to do it on
IDA Q. McLAIN
the Island. The play, which was
Correspondent
at first believed to be a turkey,
has now been running for over a
Leroy F. Howes. Fred Hall. El
year.
The cost of the international win Adams and Paul Kelley arc
visitors
of
Richard
bridge will be split four ways be frequent
tween the Canadian provincial and Bagley, who is a patient in Knox
Mrs. Bagley, who is
dominion governments and the Hospital.
principal at the Searsmont Village
Maine and U. S. governments.

Soup n Crackers Make Lunch Hit

Thank You For
Inviting Me In
By Gene M. West,
Home Demonatratfton Agent

“Safety on the Highway” is a
year ’round matter. Our program
on this subject will not start until
April when we have the training
classes. That does not mean that
we cannot or should not practice
safety long before the meeting.
Winter driving is no easy task and
we all have to be more alert when I
there is the possibility of ice and
snow on the roads. A few basic
rules to keep in mind while driving
are:
1. Start in plenty of time espe
cially when roads may be slippery.
2. Be sure your car is in good
condition.
3. Be sure you are in good con
dition. that is not overtired or ill.
4. Stay off the roads in bad
weather, if it is not necessary to be
out.
5. Remember that the person in
the other car may not be as safety
conscious as you try to be.
Four volunteer leaders have re
ceived training in sewing machine
attachments from the Singer peo
ple in Rockland. They in turn will
train the clothing leaders in April
lor this subject. Those who have
received training are: 'Mrs. Eliza
beth Rice, county clothing leader of
Walpole; Mrs. Inez Montgomery of
Owls Head; Mrs. Dorothy Hamalainen and Mrs. Evelyn Merri
field of West Rockport. They will
be busy now preparing for demon
strations, outlines and samples for
the April Training Classes.

State House Report

Mutual of Omaha
The insurance pot is still bub
bling in the Maine legislative
wings. The Order calling for an
investigation of Mutual of Omaha
came up on the House floor this
week and was referred to a little
known House Committee on Pro
cedure.
Just what all this means is any
one’s guess, but because of the
maneuvering already displayed,

Tuesday-Thursday-Salurday

Home Service

VINALHAVEN
PATRICIA DUNCAN
Correspondent
Telephone 172

by Eleanor Spear
of

Gi ant Duell reports that he saw
a robin on Thursday in the tree
across the street from the Islander
HotelAfter Saturday's snow it
seenfis that this poor robin must
have forgotten to fly south and
couldn’t possibly be a sign of
coming spring, but of course you
neve)' can tell.
The Vinalhaven Garden Club will
meet on Thursday. Feb. 19. at the
Public Library at 2 p. m. The sub
ject will be “Civic Betterment” of
which Mrs. Claire Perkins is chair
man.
The North Haven boys' basket
ball team was down on Friday for
a game with the V. H. S. team.
Vinalhaven was the winner.

Mrs. Bessie Geary entertained
on Saturday evening in honor of
the birthday of Mrs. Dorothy Ben
nett.
The evening was passed
with two table of bridge with
honors going to Miss Muriel Chilles
and consolation to Mrs. Bennett.
Lunch
including birthday cake,
was served. Those present were:
Mrs. Bennett. Mrs. Geary. Miss
Muriel Chilles. Mrs. Carrie Ben
nett. Mrs. Joyce Ames. Mrs. Lucv
Skoog. Mrs. Flora Hatch. Mrs.
Erdine Chilles.

(Jen(nil Maine Power Co.
This week let’s make sweet let rise 10 minutes.
dough and from this dough, we’ll
Shape the dough, let rise until
make a crown cake, or rolls if you light (20-30 min.). Bake.
prefer. Both beautiful and tasty.
Crown Cake
If you’ve had trouble working Bake: 35-40 minutes
Temp: 375°
with yeast breads, be sure to try
Mix:
this recipe as it will give perfect
1/3 cup sugar
results every time.
*4 teaspoon cinnamon

Sweet Dough
*4 cup lukewarm water
2 packages dry granulated yeast
or 2 cakes compressed yeast
1*4 cups milk, scalded

2/3 cup sugar
2 teaspoons salt
2 eggs

*4 cup shortening
7 cups sifted all-purpose flour.
Stir yeast into water, let stand
five minutes.
Mix milk, sugar and salt and
cool slightly. Add eggs, shortenng. yeast and 2 cups flour, mix
thoroughly.
Add remaining flour, and turn
the dough out on a floured board.
Knead the dough until it is smooth,
elastic and does not stick to the
board.
Place it in a greased mixing
bowl. Cover it with a damp cloth
•»nd let it rise in a warm place
(85 ) until double (1*4 to 2 hours).

*4 cup butter, melted
*4 cup pecans, chopped
*4 cup raisins, chopped.
Use one-half recipe of basic
sweet dough.
When double in bulk, divide the
dough into four equal pieces.
Make a roll about 8” long, then
cut into eight pieces. Form into
balls.
Dip each ball in butter, sugar
and cinnamon mixture and nutmeats.
Grease an angel food cake pan.
Sprinkle with chopped nuts.
Place a layer of the balls in the
pan so they barely touch.
Sprinkle with raisins, and add
another layer of balls.
proceed
until all the dough has been used.
Cover, let rise until double in
bulk (1 to 1*4 hours). Bake.
Remove cake from pan, cool on
a wire rack and spread with a
thin frosting.
Frosting
1 cup confectioners sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla
3 tablespoons warm milk.
Decorate with maraschino cher
ries.
To serve - break apart, do not
cut.

The Aches and Pains bowline
teams met on Friday and enjoyed
coffee at the home of Mrs. Doris
Chilled following the game. Sub
Punch down. Divide the dough
stitutes for the even’ng were M~
for desired rolls and cake. Cover,
Thompson
and
Miss
Loretta
School, has for her substitute, her Shields.
White. Robert
Candage, John
sister, Mrs. Pearl Raynolds. while
Youth Fellowship
ones. Kenneth
Conway, Craig
she is in Rockland with her hus
At the last meeting of the Vinal ’lansen. Joanne Poor, Larry Hopband.
’uns, Roberta Conway and KenThere was a chimney fire at haven Youth Fellowship the fol
officers were elected.
leth Hatch. Jr. They urge every
Roy Howes’ Friday morning. No lowing
P eqident. Ki’k Hansen: secretary
one from the ages 13-18 to come
Maine potatoes can be prepared
damage was done.
Mrs. Ruby Adams was called to Rosemary Peacock: and treasurer, and join in with the fun. Games in a great variety of tasty ways.
ire played, there is scripture read- Many recipes are given in Maine
Palermo Friday morning to as Georgianna Hansen. Other mein
sist in caring for her grandson hers include Janice Wadleigh, Ar ng by Rev. Mr. Peacock and of Extension Service Bulletin 386.
thur Philips. John Carrao. Marita course, refreshments. It meets “Good 'Recipes for iMaine Pota
who was ill.
Hansen. Roxanna Calderwood, Al ivery Sunday evening at 7.30 in toes”.
County Extension Service
fred Osgood. Philip Crossman. Joe
he Union Church vestry.
Maine potatoes make the meal.
offices in Maine have copies.

•

Kids love a party! .. . and with
February here, it's perfect party
time. Surprise the youngsters on
Valentine's Day . . . Lincoln's or
Washington's Birthday . . . with
a soup party at lunch.
Soup ... a favorite of children
. . . is an especially welcomed
treat on a cold wintry day as they
come trooping home from school.
Choose fheir favorite canned con
densed soup or whip up a com
bination of two kinds of condensed
soup. Garnish your selection with
heart or star shaped croutons.
Natural go-togethers with soup
(and also favorites of children
everywhere) are cracker sand
wiches. Serve a variety of crack
ers with fillings of ham, cheese, or
peanut butter.

•

Make dessert fresh fruit and
animal crackers.
Puree Mongole
I can tlli’.fe onnres) condensed
green pea soup
1 can tin)-, ounces) condensed
tomato soup
1 cup milk
1 cup water

In saucepan, blend soups, milk,
and water. Heat, but do not boil.
Stir now and then. Makes 4 serv
ings.
Rosy Beef Noodle
I
1

can 110'^ ounces) condensed
beef noodle soup
can tltl'j ounces) condensed

1

to 2 soup cans water

tomato soup

In saucepan, blend soups and
water. Heat, stirring now and
then. Makes 4 to 6 servings. FNJ

Recipe of the Week

Tuna Pizza
% cup warm water (not hot 105J to
115°)
1 package Dry Yeast
2*4 cups Biscuit mix
% cup chopped onion
2 cups tomato sauce

b ounce can mushrooms (sliced and
sauteed in margarine or but
ter)
6*4 ounce can tuna, drained and
flaked
Salt and pepper to taste
2*z4 cups grated Cheddar cheese
Oregano
•Dissolve yeast in warm water.
Add biscuit mix; beat vigorously.
Turn dough onto surface well dust
ed with biscuit mix. Knead until
smooth about 20 times.
Divide.
dough into four parts. Roll each
part into 10 inch circle, paper thin.
Place on ungreased baking sheets I
or in shallow pan (pie). Press to
make edge of circle slightly thick j
To make filling: Mix onion, to
mato sauce, mushrooms, tuna. salt.
pepper; s-ptead on dough. Sprinkle
grated cheese over all. Sprinkle
with oregano to desired taste. Heat
oven to 425 (hoti
Bake 15 to 20
minutes, until crust is brown, fill-;
ing hot and bubbly. Serve imme
diately.

*6ad»

SWEETHEART OF AN IDEA -- Many ValentIne-lncllned

couples will

this year,

favor hls-and-her gifts of apparel

reports the American Institute of Men's

and Boys' Wear.
heart,

Starting at one o'clock on the

outfits shown here are matched light Hue

golf Jackets, foulard casual

pajamas

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds

Jackets, matching

In red and white, knit bowling shirts and

golf cardigans,

TRAIN FOR A

FUTURE
with the U. S. Army

The VS. Government does not pay lor this advertising. The Treasury Department thanks, for their patriotic donation. The Advertising Council

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturdoy

Spring Fashions
To Be Feminine
And Flattering
Women’s fashions this spring
are returning to the classic styles
that are feminine and flattering,
says Mrs. Charlotte C. Smith. Ex
tension Service clothing special
ist, University of Maine.
No one seems to be mourning
the passing of the sack and
chemise styles which were so
popular a year ago. adds Mrs.
Smith. The new fashions for 1959
will be wearable and comfortable.
First on the ’59 fashion parade—
and
a
long-time
favorite
of
American women—is the shirt
waist dress. This is an American
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classic.
It will come in plain
colors, prints, and stripes, and
will vary from slim to full skill
ed.
The familiar and popular sheath
dress, slim and softly fitted, often
with a matching jacket, will be in
style this year. Mrs. Smith says.
The suit with the slim, easy skirt
and a cardigan-type jacket will
be popular. The jackets will be
of regular suit length and loose,
but not sacky, and will be collar
less.
This may be called the
Chanel suit.
Other suits for '59 will have
slim skirts and brief jackets, just
coming to the waistline. Classic
suits softly tailored and fitted
somewhat at the waistline
will
also be seen, along with some
suits with brief jackets that are

about hip-bone length. Many be
coming spring suits, both in style
and color, will be offered.
The Empire line dresses in the
stores and patterns in the pattern
books will be popular. The young
er women will be particularly in
terested in the Empire line, since
the styles emphasize the bust line
and a raised waistline which
flatter the slim, trim figure. Some
of these dresses will show a waist
line raised in front with a normal
waistline in back.
Mrs. Smith says that women
with tiny waistlines will enjoy the
wide belt or wide cummerbund
which will be used to cinch up
and accentuate their waistlines.
Skirts will be shorter this season
—long enough to cover the knees
but short enough to show the

curve in the back of the leg. This
is one or two inches shorter than
skirts were a year ago or so.
Suggestions for getting the old
hemline up to date are given in
an Extension Service publication
called “Fashion Right Hemlines.”
For a copy, homemakers may get
in touch with county home demon
stration agents or the Bulletin
Office, Extension Service, Uni
versity of Maine, Orono.

radioactive material, says the reason for their use—and certainly
current issue of Changing Times. not in case of cancer.
the Kiplinger Magazine in an
Avoid X-ray examinations dur
article entitled “Common Sense ing pregnancy, if possible.
About X-Ray Dangers.”
Rely on skin tests for detection
Medical radiation—like all radi of TB unless you are a heavy
ation—can be dangerous if im smoker.
properly used, and its use for good
Talk with your dentist if you
must be balanced against its risk feel he overdoes X-rays.
say the editors. Since its great
Don’t allow your child to stand
value for good makes medical under a shoe-fitting fluoroscope.
ladiation indispensable, the maga
Don't insist on X-ray treatment
zine offers these rules for living for benign conditions like ring worm
with ladiation in the atomic age: or acne.
Don’t confuse X-ray with nu
Be sure that as much of your
clear radiation.
The latter af baby’s body as possible is cov
fects the whole body while the ered when he is examined under
former can be pinpointed on an radiation.
organ.
Inquire about reasons if your
Don’t refuse X-ray. flouroscopy doctor seems to give too-frequent
or treatment by radioisotopes if routine chest fluoroscopes to your
the doctor says there is a good children or yourself.

Common Sense
About X-ray Use
Fear of excess radioactivity is
causing many Americans to de
prive themselves of medicine’s
most valuable tools
x-ray.
fluoroscopy and treatments with

MEREDITH’S FEBRUARY STOREWIDE

These are just common sense
precautions. Remember that your
doctor is the only one who can
evaluate the degree of X-ray
danger against the net gain to
your health.

Maintenance Is
Big Factor In
Winter Driving
Here is an 11-point maintenance
program to keep automobiles fit
for operation during zero tempera
tures.
This will help prevent
freeze-ups as experienced by so
many motorists recently.
Principal causes of trouble:

West Rockport
MRS. MABEL HEALD
Correspondent

Timothy Celebrates Birthday

1. Heavy oil. which congeals
and wears down even a fullycharged battery.
2. Weak batteries.
A battery
showing only one-quarter charge
will freeze at 13 degress above
zeor; at half-charge it will freeze
at zero, but it is good for 98 be
low when fully charged.
3. Insufficient anti-freeze.
4. Frozen ignition parts.
5. Grease on the starter spring,
which prevents the starter from
functioning.
6. Water freezing in gas strain
er and gas lines, preventing flow
to engine.
7. Poorly adjusted and dirty
ignition points.
8. Improperly adjusted spark
plug gap and fouled plugs.
9. Brakes frozen to the drums.
10. Points in automatic voltage
regulators sticking, not only pre
venting battery from charging,
but causing a leakage of existing
ERVENA C. AMES
voltage.
Correspondent
11. Improperly
fastened.
cor
roded or dirty battery cable con
It is always pleasing to hear
nections.
that any of our young folks who
go away to school ha . e done well
and in a recent edition of the Wa
terville Sentinel, John M. Shields,
lesident manager in Alumni Hall
at Maine Central Institute, an
nounced the honors achieved by
Examples of how retiring Sears,
students in the Hall during the Roebuck and Company employees
second nine-week marking per benefit from the company’s Profit
iod.
The third highest improve Sharing Fund were disclosed today
ment was shown by John Mitchell, by James M. Barker, chairman of
a freshman this year. Mr. Shields the Fund’s board of trustees.
stated that the boys, as a group
Reporting on a study of the profit
have improved their study habits sharing accounts of Sears em
and therefore, their grades con ployees retiring in ISAS. Barker re
siderably. Each student having vealed the following average fig
a roommate, a natural considera ures:
tion is how well each pair has
Employees retiring last year with
done.
Edwin Mitchell and his 20 to 25 years’ service who had de
roommate Laurie Holden of Jack- posited $3,593 into the fund from
man had the fourth highest com their wages and salaries, withdrew
bined average. Also. Edwin made $36,695.
the high honors roll for the nine
Employees with 25 to 30 years’
week period and for the semester. service who had deposited $4,899.
Edwin and Johnnie are sons of withdrew $67,089; while those with
Mr. and Mrs. John Mitchell.
30 to 35 years' service who had de
Harold. Rena and Albeit Bunker posited $5,791. withdraw $93,019.
Fund members with still longer
were Friday supper guests of Mr.
service
withdrew
even
larger
and Mrs. Vernon Philbrook.
Barker
said,
citing
Albert Bunker went to Rockland amounts,
by plane Monday morning and has $123,054 as the average withdrawal
of members with 35 to 40 years’
gone to Boston where his daugh
service. Their average deposit was
ter Linda has been a patient in
$6. €92.
Children’s Hospital.
Employees who retired after
Rena Bunker had a quilting more than 40 years’ service who
party on Wednesday evening when had deposited $6,321. withdrew an
they tied two quilts. Those pre average of $154,767.
sent were: Gladys Mitchell. Helen
Mr. Barker said that among the
Bunker. Carrie and Grace Ames, latter group was a truck driver who
Florence Bearce. Glennis Pratt. retiring after 44 years of company
Nina
Young.
Jane
Philbrook. service withdrew $289,000. He had
Elizabeth Ames. Mr. and Mrs. d< posited $5,928 in the fund from
Vernon
Philbrook.
Wilma-Jean his wages.
and Verna and the host and host
The Sears Fund is a contributory
ess Harold and Rena. Refresh i rfund into which employee members
ments of sandwiches, coffee, ring- contribute a straight five per cent
a-lings and cookies were served of theit wages and salaries up to a
and all report a pleasant evening, maximum of $500 yearly. The com
despite the storm.
pany each year contributes into the
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Young fund up to 10 per cent of its net
and family were Wednesday din income before taxes.
ner guests of Marian Young.
The fund
which was started in
Helen Bunkei had a birthday 1916
has over 140.000 employee
the past week and received three nil min is and its total assets are in
cakes and a pie from friends.
excess of one billion dollars.
The many friends here of Mrs.
Gertrude Blessing. the former
Potatoes play an importai
Gertrude (’lark, granddaughter of in the economy of Maine. J
Mrs. Frank Ames, wish for her iieved that some 90.C00 pet
a speedy recovery from her re Maine receive their living in
cent serious illness.
or in part from the potato iix

Timothy Arnold Tolman, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Tolman
celebrated his third birthday Fri
day evening by entertaining a few
of his friends at the home of his
grandparents. Mr .and Mrs. Eari
Tolman. Vinal street.
Timothy received many lovely
gifts
including
two
birthday
cakes. The one from his grand
mother, Mrs. Earl Tolman. had a
picture of Mickey Mouse talking
on a telephone with the words.
“Happy Birthday. Timmy”. The
other cake was made by his
mother.
Guests included: Mrs. Maynard
Tolman and son Eric, David Tol
man. Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Tol
man. Mr. and Mrs. Earl Tolman
and the guest of honor.

Matinicus

Sears Workers
Share In Profits

I

Here It Is -- MEREDITH’S Annual Feburary Storewide Sale!
It Has Been Our Policy In These Events To Give You Konest-To-Goodness Buys... As In The Past You’ll Find Our
Fine Furniture Greatly Reduced To Give Real Savings!

^'*0l»l

HUGE SAVINGS!
LIVING ROOM SUITES!
Usually
•Pc. KROEHLER Turquoise and Gray
469.50
-Pc. KROEHLER Turquoise and Gold
418.50
■Pc. KROEHLER Turquoise and Black
389.50
-Pc. KROEHLER Red and Charcoal
395.00
-Pc. BROWN SECTIONAL
329.50
-Pc. KROEHLER Coral Set
372.50
-Pc. CHARCOAL SET
249.50
•Pc. TURQUOISE SET
249.50
-Pc. Beige and Gold SECTIONAL
169.50
-Pc. KROEHLER Grey Sectional
419.50
•Pc. KROEHLER Black and Red
429.50
'FOAM RUBBER CUSHIONS
«SMART NYLON

■H£Ss(^
c„

SALE
$398.50
$339.50
$339.50
$339.00
$269.50
$298.50
$209.50
$209.50
$139.50
$359.50
$360.00
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Hollywood Beds
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Includes
Innerspring Mattress
Box Spring - Legs - Headboard

Reg. 69.50 - Now >49.50
Reg. 89.50 - Now $69.50

n,., *
..........

IL

FABRICS

• DECORATOR COLORS

BEDROOM
3-Pc.
3-Pc.
3-Pc.
3-Pc.
3-Pc.
3-Pc.
3-Pc.
3-Pc.
3-Pc.

Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle

SUITES!
Usually
469.50
476.50
279.50
269.50
249.50
229.50
210.50
389.50
298.50

DREXEL Mahogany Set
DREXEL Modern Walnut Set
MODERN Beige Set
MODERN Grey Set
MODERN Fawn Mahogany
MODERN Walnut Set
MODERN Walnut Set
ANTIQUE MAPLE SET
MODERN Mocha Mahogany

SALE
$369.50
$376.50
$229.50
$219.50
$198.50
$189.50
$179.50
$298.50
$249.50

Maple Bunk Beds

ANSWER ON PAGE SEVEN

Complete with Spring
39“

Reg. 79.50 — Now *59.M

II.

Serta Posture

30"

Reg. 59.50 -Now M9.50

IXTRA-FMM MATTRESS

JUVENILE FURNITURE
10% OFF

TUFTED MATTRESS

*38-88

SALE
PRICE

AW.

*44-88

Matching Box Spring Same Price

Matching Box Spring Same Price

Specially Priced — While They Last
3-PC. MAPLE SETS .. . $109.50

SPc. Modern W«nd>

DINETTES

Save $20.00
Berk'liie National

7-Pc.
5-Pc.
5-Pc.
7-Pc.
5-Pc.
5-Pc.
5-Pc.

CHROME SETS
CHROME SETS
KITCHEN SETS
DELUXE CHROME SET
WROUGHT IRON SET
MODERN BRONZE SET
MAPLE DINETTE SET

Reg.
109.50
139.50
79.50
119.50
139.50

NOW
$ 89.50
$109.50
$ 59.50
$ 98.50
$ 98.50
109.50 $ 89.50
229.00 $179.00

CHAIR SPECIALS!
BERKUNE PLASTIC ROCKERS with OTTOMANS

$59.50

DELUXE PLASTIC ROCKERS with OTTOMANS ...
Assorted Colors . . . Reg. 98.50 - NOW >84.50
SWIVEL ROCKERS - REGULAR ROCKERS - Sale
MAPLE BASE ROCKERS

-

■ • -

M9.50

Sale Price $29.5°

PLUS SCORES OF OTHER ITEMS
AT DRASTIC REDUCTIONS

S A 1'

•

recliners
Fniim Rubber
Nylon Fabrics

SWIVEL ROCKERS
Foam Rubber
5, Ion Fabric

,«■>

PRICE

$79.51
T

bedroom sets
•..n.plctc with ixmbl
Hre*«er. Mirror. then
BookcnM- Bed with

Built-in Radio

WHILE THEY LAST
| SALE
PRIC E

$1O9.5(
”

OCCASIONAL
TABLES
I All Styles and Finishes

TABLE and FLOOR
LAMPS
Ceramic*. Bra**.
Wood
I P T«»

120%

40%

off!

9 x 12 Wool Rugs
113.50
139.50
79.50
27.50

Wool Rug
$89.50
Wool Rug $109.50
Wool Rug
$69.50
9x12 Fibre
Rugs
$19.95
49.50 9x12 Woolen
Fibres
$39.50

BUY ON LONG, EASY TERMS!

MEREDITH'S

313 MAIN STREET

TEL.

1425

ROCKLAND, MAINE

HORIZONTAL
1-Lament
6-Javelins
11-Observed
12- A torment
13- Becaute
15-Characters of the
alphabet
17- Mother
18- Recent
20-Checks
21- A coal container

22- Public life
24-Give

3-Pc. Maple Sets
SPECIALLY PRICED

$139.50

and

$149.50

28-Aitert the form of
27- Breathed noisily
when aaieep
28- N. Cen. State of
United Statea(abbr.
28-Upon
80-Confirm
34-Bread maker*
(•-Garden tool
•O-Oiminiah

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
40- Conjunetion

41- ltal.an river
43- Flow of the waves
44- Pronoun
45- An acid
47- Doctor (abbr.)

48- Recompense
49- A raised platform
51- Guides
52- Oivided
VERTICAL
1- Patsing look

2- Ex sts
3- A fish
4- Turned to another
course
^-Penetrates
ft-Wattes
7 -Individual
8-A letter
•-Near by

VERTICAL (Cont)
10-Darkened
14-Fissure
16- Mutical note
17- Small speck
19-Wrenched
21-Equipment of a
draft animal
23-Finiehed
25-Recesees
30- Abidet
31- Canvas shelter
32- A hunt.ng dog
33- Groupt af three
things
34- MingieO
35-Atmosphsrtc
Id-Long grata ataas
37-TrappeO
42-Battalfoa (abbr.)
46-Look
44-One I

M-Seatch (abbrj

Toejday-Thurtday-Saturday

Pocklond Courier-Gozette, Tuesday, February 17, 1959

Pogo Six

WARREN BAPTISTS SLATE
EVANGELISTIC MEETING NEXT WEEK

THOMASTON
News and 9ocial Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to

MRS. MAXINE MAHONEY. 65 MAIN STREET, TEL. 318

midi
Mis. Gladys Wh«-«•.«
cal patient in Boston.
Miss Rebecca Lust n. daughtei
of Mr. and Mrs. p»t«i Larsen, entertained a group of friends Saturday evening at a Valentine
party at her Main street home,
Dancing and games vere enjoyed.
Refreshments were served to the
invited guests. Pamela Jackson
Linda
Emerson,
Carol
Gillis.
Nathalie Barlow. Rita Harper and
Linda Sevon, John Upham, David
Dean. Robert Genexicz. Gordon
Peters, James Strong and Chai'.s
Monroe.
The Garden Club program com
mittee
met Monday
afternoon
with Mrs W. B D. Gray. Other
members attending were Mis.
Charles Stenger, Mrs. Leila Smal
ley. Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton. Mrs.
William Allen and President Mrs.
Guy Brackett
Lloyd Bradford has returned
home from Knox Hospital after
being a surgical patient.
Plans are being made for a
public supper on Feb. 24 at the
Baptist Church sponsored by the
Senior
Washington Club.
Cochairmen
are
Mrs.
Priscilla
Monroe and Mrs Charlotte Williams.
Mrs.
Paul Otis,
Mrs
Paul
Levell and Mrs. Thomas Rankin
of Sanford were weekend guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Edger-

Kirkpatrick
and
Mrs.
Gwendolyn Upham.
Others at
tending w»r« Mis. Marion Vina’.
Mrs. Bonnie Strong. Mrs. Evelyn
Moody. Gifts were presented Mis

Della

Keyes.

Williams-Brazier Post. Ameri
can Legion, will meet Thursday at
7.30 p. m. at the L gion Hall,
Movies and refreshments will be
enjoy- d.
The annual church night will be
held at 7.30 p. m. tonight at the
.■ ... 1 •
Federated Church. Thi
a business meeting.

Mrs. Marie Singer will be host
ess to th< Miss ion Cii cl W. d
day at 2 o’clock at h- r hom< or.
School street.

< LARF.NCE E. THORNDIKE
Clarence E. Thorndike. 74.
Camden, died suddenly at
residence. Saturday evening,
was born in Appleton, Sept.
18M. the son of John and Mvr
Bart ■tt ThorndikMr Thorndike
resident of Camden, an
of the Camden Woolen Mill for 20
years, and a janitor at Camden
High School for 12 years, retiring
several years ago. He was a for
mer member of the IOOF En
campment and Canton.
Survivors include
his widow.
Mrs. Alice French Thorndike of
Camden,
and
several
nieces,
nephews and cousins.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at 2 p. m. from the
Laite Funeral Home.
Interment will be in Mountain
View Cenutery in Camden.

I by thi American Baptist Home Mis! sion Society to accompany the cov
ered wagon which followed the
trails of the American pioneers
from Boston to Portland. Oregan.
He was assistant pastor at the
j Blockley Baptist Church of Phil1 ail Iphia with Dr. J. A. Haines,
t pastor. Dr. Haines at one time was
, in evangelist of the association.
Coming to Boston, he was director
i of the Young People's Department
it Tremont Temple. Dr. C. Gordon
Biownville and Rev. William Tuikngton were clasmates at Eastern.
He was an evangelist with the
Evangelistic Association of New
England for seven years when he
' heard his country’s call to enlist as1
■hapiain. He graduated from the
I Chaplain’s School at Harvard. He
: served in North Africa and Italy
with the First Armored Division.
On return to this country he was
Rev. William I). Turkington
[chaplain at Cushing Hospital. He
'•etired fiom the army with rank
Rev. William D. Turkington, who
of captain with citations.
is connected with the Evangelistic
Once again -Mr. Turkington is
Association of N w England, will be with thi Evangelistic Association of
at thi Warren Baptist Church from New England. He posseses a rich
Photo by SnearFebruary 22 to March 1.
i baritone voice and is considered
Thi* Elks annual Valentine Smorgasbord party drew over 150 people to their Rockland home Satur
Rev. Mr. Turkington was trained one of the best trumpeters in New
in the public schools of Ireland and England. His leading of congrega day night, under the general chairmanship of .Mrs. E. Douglas Brooks. Dancing followed the smorgasbord.
Proceeds from the affair benefitted the Elks’ charity fund. In the picture are three of the women who
on coming to America was associa tional singing is excelled by none. served, From left to right they arc: Mrs. Louis Cook, Mrs. Leroy Miller and Mrs. George Sleeper.
ted for some time with his uncle He has preached in great city cam
in evangelistic campaigns through paigns as well as in the many
the Eastern and Southern States. small rural fields in every New
Cranberry Relish Molded As Salad
Rockville
H then went to Eastern Baptist England State.
Theological Seminary and was
(Mrs. Turkington graduated from
MISS JOSEPHINE TOLMAN
graduated in theology and music. the Baptist Institute of Philadel- ’
Correspondent
One summer he was called upon phia and taught in Gerard College.
Telephone 813-W4

The second of the series of len
ten services at the Federated
Church will be held at 7 45 p. m.
Wednesday. Boy Scout Troop 215
will meet at the church vestry at
6.45.
Peter Stone, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Forest Stone, celebrated his 17th
birthday Saturday evening with a
dinner party at his home on Knox
street.
Guests
were
Dianne
MRS. MARTHA WILLSON
Starr,
Delene
Barr.
Maurene
Mrs Martha A. Willson. 79 of
Morse,
Stephen
Melgard
anil
29 Maynard Street, Winchendon,
Wayne Hall.
Mass., died February 11 in Win
Senior Girl Scout Troop 3 held a
chendon.
Valentine party and dance Satur
She was born in Union, the daugh
day evening at the Scout Hall. At
ter of Ralph and Adelia Beveridge
tending
were:
Muriel
Abbott.
Torrey. She was the widow’ of Ed
Mona MacMillan. Florine Brooks
iy.
gar F. Willson and had lived in ago she made Rockland her permaJacqueline
Harjula.
Sandra
Rich

The Thomaston Steering CornWinchendon for the last 59 years. I nent home.
ards,
Marylee
Benner,
Susie
mittee will meet tonight at 7.30 p.
Funeral services will be held
She was an honorary member of
m. at the selectmen’s office. In- Cline. Jerry Townsend, Harold the Winchendon Grange and a mem Tuesday (today) at 2 p. m. from the
Allan
vited
are
selectmen.
school Achorn, Richard Monroe
ber
of
North
Congregational Burpee Funeral Home with Rev.
Lestei
John
Miller.
boards and town managers of Young,
William J. Robbins officiating.
Church.
i
Staples
and
Daniel
Sanborn.
Warren Cushing. St. George and
Interment will be in Achorn
Surviving are: a son. Mervvn E.
I
Sherry
Allen,
daughter
of
Mr.
Rockpoil for open discussion re
Willson of Winchendon; and a Cemetery. Friends are requested
(and
Mrs.
Robert
Allen,
celebrated
garding the entry into District 5.
daughter. .Miss Alta R. Willson of to omit flowers.
The results of this meeting will lie her 10th birthday Saturday after Johnson City. Tenn.
presented to the citizens of Thom noon with a party at her home on
ERNEST B. I AMB
aston at a public meeting at 7.30 Knox street. Games were won by MRS. FLORA K. FOLSOM
Ernest B. Lamb, 82, of Green
Roberta
Staples,
Ann
Mayo
and
p. m. Thursday at Watts Hall.
Mrs. Flora K. Folsom, widow of wood, .Miss., formerly of Warren
Alicia
Burns.
Other
guests
were
I
The PTA
Thursday monthly
Albert Folsom, died Saturday at a and Stamford. Conn., died in Green
MacPherson
and
Alice
meeting as previously planned has Susan
local nursing home after an illness wood. Miss., Sunday.
been postponed due to the public Taylor. Linda Allen assisted with of several months.
Mr. Lamb, a 35 year member of
meeting on the school problem the serving.
the Stamford, Conn.. Fire Depart
Mrs.
Folsom
was
born
in
Rock

which will be held at 7.30 p. m. | A turkey pie birthday supper land. the daughter of Oscar and ment. was deputy chief at the time
at Watts Hall Thursday.
All was served Monday evening to Abbie Snow Kailoch. and the sister of his retirement in 1943. While in
members of the Weymouth Grange'
members are urged to attend.
Stamford, he was assistant district
of the late Charles M. Kailoch.
Knox County Legislative Board at the Grange Hall.
After the death of her husband Scout Commissioner of the western
will meet at 6 o’clock for a sup j The CA Young People’s Group in 1929, she spent a large part of district of Stamford in 1935, and in
per Wednesday at the Owls Head of the Assembly of God Church her time in Florida. Several years 1936. was Field Commissioner for
I enjoyed a Valentine party Satur
Central School.
Stamford. In 1937, he was First
A businessmen’s meeting will day evening at the home of Mr. Achorn,
Kristi
Saastamoinen, Assistant Scoutmaster at the Na
and
Mrs.
George
Newbert.
A
be held Wednesday at 7.30 p. m.
Linda Smalley, Nancy Rogers. tional Jamboree. He had been in
at the fire station to discuss the special decorated heart cak was Shirley Kriskila of Pleasant Point Scouting for 11 years upon coming
possibilities of forming a Mer made by Paulette McLain. Re and Teresa St. Clair of South to Warren in 1941. and was Scout
freshments
were
served
and
chant’s Association.
master of Troop 224 of Warren
Present Thomaston.
while there.
Mrs. Rodney Brasier, assisted games were enjoyed
General
Knox
Chapter,
Daugh

were: Misses Carolyn and Sharon
Mr. Lamb served on the Warren
by Mrs. Raymond Spear, enter
ters of the American Revolution
tained Friday afternoon at a Taylor and James Heard of St. wili entertain the winners in the school board and was a 32nd De
George;
Misses
Hazel
Bickford
gree Mason, and a former membi r
birthday party honoring Mrs. Ray
historical essay contest on Theo
Hoffses. Guests were: Mrs. Ken and Judy Wadsworth of Rockland; dore Roosevelt, their mothers of Ivy Chapter, OES, of Warren.
He was born in Rindge. N. H., the
neth Thompson. Friendship; Mrs. Patricia and Betty Aube of St. teachers and the judges in the
George Martin. Waldoboro; Mrs. George Road; Tommy and Wesley contest at a tea at the Chapter • on ol Howard and Mary Lamb.
Besides his widow. Mrs. Mabel
Leland Philbrook, Mrs. Edwin Newbert. Jimmy Winslow and
House. H >stess will be Miss Har
Sherwood Lamb, survivors include
Gammon and Mrs. Vaughn Phil Mrs. Jean Butler.
riet Williams, Mrs. Laurence F.
Girl
Scout
Troop
7
entertained
. wo sons. Ernest E. Lamb of Warbrook,
Warren;
Mrs.
Charles
Shesler. Jr., Mrs. Stanley Foster
I en and St. Petersburg, Fla.; and
Starrett. Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton Girl Scouts of Cushing Friday af
Mrs.
J
Edward
Elliot.
Mrs
ternoon at the Valentin party at
j Lester H. Lamb of Greenwood,
and Mrs. Laura Whitney.
Invited were: Warrene Barr and Mrs. Frank Miss..; two sisters, Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Dorothy Welch entertained the Scout Hall.
Hallowell.
Rogers of Riverside. Calif., and
at a party Thursday evening hon Cynthia Sanborn, Darlene Burge.
The Lions Club will observe 'Mrs. Alice Knight of New Jersey;
Fales,
Susan
Adams.
oring Mrs. Hilda Keyes on her Sharon
District Governor’s Night Wednes and three grandchildren.
Linda
Smalley,
Alice
Taylor,
44th wedding anniversary.
Dec
day at the Undercroft ol St. John’s ) Funeral services and interment
orations were in keeping with St. Sharon Walton, Sherry Allen, Jane
Episcopal Church. Ralph Farris were in Greenwood. 'Miss.
Oldroyd,
Paula
Winslow,
Anita
Valentines Day. Cards were en
Jr., of Augusta will attend.
A
joyed with prizes won by Mrs. Taylor and Donnalee Sanborn of
troop 7; Cynthia Laurilla, Marie turkey banquet will be served at REV. GEORGE II. GLEDHILL
Fales, Maitha Jean Wotton. Nina 6.45 p. ni. by the ladies of Wey
R« v. George H. GRdhill, 54, died
Vose, Carol Wood and Sharon mouth Grange.
PUBLIC NOTICE
! Friday at his home in Tenants Har
A
i
ally
will
be
held
at
the
Bel

Lane of Cushing.
TOWN OF THOMASTON
bor after a long illness.
Miss Nora Seaver will b- host fast Church of God on Friday
A hearing will be held Tues
He was born in Union City. N. J..
ess to the Rug Club Tuesday at with Thomaston members of the
day, February 24 at 7.30 p. in.
Assembly of God Church invited September 19. 1904. son of Wincent
her
home
on
Lawrence
avenue.
at the Selectmen’s Office rela
md Laura Weidman Gledhill. He
Mis.
Blanche
Lermond was to attend.
tive to the request of Louise
The prayer service at the As i was a graduate of Rutgers Univerhostess to the Beta Alpha Monday
Hochschild for permission to es
tablish an antique shop at 3
evening.
The committee were sembly of God Church will be I .ty and Union Theological S< mDwight St., said location being
Mrs. Marie Singer, Mrs. Helen postponed due to a meeting o j nary in New York City

within a residential area. All
interested persons may he heard
at this time.
John Morrison. Chmn.,
Zoning Committee.
20-22

ENDS TUESDAY: 6.30-8.30

l*uC

OWA

1

Hallowell and Mrs. Jessie Sim
mons. Alfred Strout spoke on the
school situation. A silent auction
was enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Harjula
announce the birth of a son
Albert Orett Friday at Knox Hos
pital.
Shaion Walton, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Walton, celebrat
ed her 10th birthday Saturday af
ternoon with a surprise theatre
party
The -roup Intel returned
to her home for supp- r
Guests
were: Susan Chase. Shaion Fales,
Jean Speaiin. Jane Oldroyd. Myra

Rockland. Waldoboro and Thom
aston church members holding the
meeting at the Pentecostal Church
at Rockland Tuesday evening.
Mrs. Fred Lovett was honored
at a surprise party Saturday eve
ning at her home on School street
to observe her birthday. A cake
was made by Mrs. Guy Robbins
decorated by Bonnie Lee Robbins.
Attending were: Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Tabbutt, Fred Lovett. Mi
and Mis. Guy Robbins and daugh
ter Bonnie Lee of this town and
[Mrs. Bena Taft and Ray Hamilton
of Rockland.

DON'T MISS

BAI. MlWiO

"PORTRAIT OF DEBORAH"
A KEIOLI TIONARY

WEDNESDAY thru SATURDAY
DAII.V: EVENING, «.:«> - M.IHI

I’LAY

Camden Opera House — Feb. 19th

GIANT DOUBLE BILL

8.15 P. M.

H

PHONE 469

w

KNOX

WEDNESDAY-1 DAY ONLY
2.00 - 6.30 - 8.45

SPECIAL MATINEE AT 2 P. M.

Laurence Olivier ;
Hengyv
“THE TRAP"
YOb*

TECHNICOLOR*

PLUS CO-FEATURE

, Paramount Presents

'On Thc

f,„st

r,Mc

IIMITEO

ENGAGEMENT 3 Pedormun^, Da,I, .

1

Matinee 60c - Evening 70c — Children 25c

BURK

ENDS TUESDAY - "SOME CAME RUNNING" - F. Sinatra

Gledhill ,and one son, Howard Gled

hill., all of Tenants Harbor.
Funeral services were held Mon
day at the Thomaston Federated
Church with Rev. Dr. Cornelius E.
Clark, superintendent of the Cori-1
'
gregational - Christian Churches of!
Maine, and Rev. Dr. William 1. Bull [
□f the Hanover. N. H.. Congrega-i
tional Church, assisted by Rev.
John A. Morrison, pastor of thi
Federated
Church.
officiating.]
Bearers were Robert Allen, Forest
Stone, Roger Jameson. Richard:
Sukeforth and Sherwood Cook. In
terment was at Tenants Harboi

( LAKENCE J. FROST
Clarence J. Frost, 77. of Waldo
boro died Friday. He was born at
Wales August 1. 1881. the son of
Augustus C. and Harriette Maxwell
F lost.
A retired farmer. Mr. Frost was
a resident of Waldoboro for 25
years.
He is survived by two daughters.
Mis. Ellen H. Givens of Augusta
and Mrs. Chariote E. Francis of
Woolwich.
Funeral services were held Sun
day at 2 p. m. from the Flanders
Funeral Home in Waldoboro with
Rev. Philip G. Palmer officiating.
Entombment was in the German
Protestant Cemetery.

Sweetened, fresh cranlierries or canned whole cranberry sauce
create the base of a new relish-type salad which goes well with
any meat choice.
Add a little diced apple or orange, a few chopped nuts, and a
wisp of ginger to cranberries. Blend the fruit and nut medley
with real mayonnaise tor just the right sweet-tart flavor. Then
design the salads with unflavored gelatine. The gelatine, alonjt
with the mayonnaise, is a flavor and texture blender. It also per
mits tin* natural flavors of the other salad ingredients to pre
dominate.
The individual cranberry relish molds can be served on salad
greens. Or place each mold on a slice of orange or pineapple, and
serve as a garnish with the meat course.

l/2
1

■/?
*/2

WALDOBORO

ground
cup sugar
envelope unflavored
gelatine
cup cold water
cup real mayonnaise

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Genthner were in Rockville calling on
Mrs. Ida Morang.

ROCKPORT

Mrs. Virginia Abbotoni was in
Brunswick Monday attending a
hair dressing meeting.

E. T. Nelson, Inc.

PERPORMANCI

LOANS
IN I DAY

»25 to *1500
on your name only
or on other plans

Men and women—married or single, are assured
of prompt, personal service and a convenient
monthly payment plan.

WAIT

IN IOCX1ANO

FOR THE

heating ail

COMMUNITY BUILDING

359 Main St., 2nd floor

Phono: 1720

lIK INSUIANCE AT NO ADOITIONAl COST

THE WORLD’S FINEST

7.30 P. M.
FISH AND GAME ASSN.

Nearly every family in the United
States uses potatoes at least once
a week. Maine families use them
much more frequently.

Maine glowers and shippers hope
to capture a larger share of mar
kets for processed potatoes. They
pian to produce and sell more pota
Alice Simonton and Mrs. Betty toes for frozen French fries, chips,
] Bohndell was awar ded the door flakes, frozen mashed, and other
j prize. Refreshments were served con venience foods.
j by the hostess. The next meeting
MRS. HERBERT CROCKETT
HEAKTHSTONK INSURANCE
[ will be held Thursday evening at
Correspondent
COMPANY OF MASSACHUSETTS
'the home of Mrs. Sadie Grover in
Telephone CEdar 6-3692
395 Commonwealth Avenue
' West Rockpor t. After the meeting
Boston. Massachusetts
! games were played.
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1958
Mrs. Ross Patterson has returned
$2,218,320.21
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crockett Bonds.
to her home on Amsbury Hill after : were guests Sunday of her par ents, Real Estate Owned.
221 501.39
being a patient at the Camden Com : Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carver. West Cash and Bank Deposits. 215,826.90
Other
Assets.
30.488.61
munity Hospital.
' Street.
WSCS will meet Wednesday eve | The Knox County Camera Club
Total Assets.
$2.6X6.137.11
ning at the home of Mrs. Fay
• will meet tonight at the Carroll
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
Daucett on Russell Avenue. Hos
OTHER FUNDS, DEC. 31, 1958
i Berry Studio.
tesses will be Mrs. Alice Welt and
$ 390.780.56
Anyone interested in forming a Reserve for Losses.
Mrs. Willa Stevens.
| Camden-Rockport Junior Drum and Reserve for Loss Adjust
Missionary Society will meet j Bugle Corps are asked to be presment Expenses.
33,216.64
Reserve for Unearned
Wednesday evening at the Baptist
' ent at the meeting Tuesday evening
Premiums.
977,567 43
Church for -election of officers.
] at 7.15 at the Rockport Elementary Reserve lor Taxes,
80,806.18
Mrs. Ambrose Cramer has left
i School. Ages of the children eligi- All Other Liabilities.
92.801.47
foi- Clearwater, Fla., where she
; ble for the Corps ranges from 9 to
joined her husband.
' 16 years.
Tot... Liabilities,
$1.575472.2
The Hook Rug Club will meet
Cub Scouts of Den Six met Thurs- Capital Paid Up or
Wednesday at the home of Mrs. ! day after school with their Den
Statutory Deposit.
$ 200.000.6
Bessie Haraden in Rockland.
i Mother, Mrs. Mildred Roberts. Den Unassigned Funds
Harbor Light Chapter. OES. will
| (Surplus).
910,964.8
i Chief Jay Barrows led the open- I
observe Past Matrons’ and Past
i ing and closing of the meeting. 1 Surplus as Regards
Patrons’ Night Tuesday evening.
[ Stephen Desy ’ed the flag cere$1,110,964.8
Supper wili be served at 6.30 p. m. ] mony. Danny Lane told the story I Policyholders,
Fred A. Nor wood Women’s Relief
j of Peter Pan and Stephen Desy told
Total.
$2.686437.1
Corps met Thursday evening at the | the story of Black Beauty. Kai l
21-T-2
home of 'Miss Marion Weidman on
Lammi exhibited a rope collection.
Russell Avenue with 20 members
The boys worked on napkin rings
present. The regular- business meet
for the Blue and Gold Banquet. Lee
ing was held and Mrs. Edna Morris
Andrews furnished the refreshwas initiated into the Corps. The
1 ments. The next meeting will be
mystery prize was won by Mrs.
DODGE - PLYMOUTH
held Thursday after school.
Cub Scouts of Den Seven met
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE
Thursday afternoon at the home of
their Den Mother, Mrs. Anita Grant.
First Choice Used Can
Lee Thomas led the flag ceremony.
TEL. 720
ROCKLAND
The new Den Chief. Stephen Miller,
RT. 1. NEW COUNTY ED.
attended
for
the
first
time.
Boys
IN QUALITY
104-tl
made out invitations for their par-

PUBLIC PARTY

KNOX COUNTY

ents and families to attend the
Blue and Gold Banquet in Camden.
They also finished making their
napkin holders. Refr eshments were
served by Lee Thomas. The next
meeting wili be held Thursday afterschool.

♦If desired. 1 can (1-pound) whole cranberry sauce may be sub
stituted lor fresh cranberries. Decrease sugar to 2 tablespoons.
Mix together sugar and gelatine in saucepan before adding
water. Follow according to directions.

Webber and Miss
were in Portland

e

Wednesday Night

teaspoon salt
teaspoon ginger
tablespoons lemon juice
apple or orange, peeled
and diced
’/4 cup chopped nuts

'/,
l/4
2
1

Sprinkle cranberries with sugar: let stand 15 minutes. Sprinkle
gelatine on cold water in saucepan to soften. Place over medium
heat, stirring constantly, until gelatine is dissolv<*d. Remove from
heat; cool. Gradually stir into mayonnaise; add salt, ginger and
lemon juice. Stir in cranberry mixture, apple or orange, and nuts.
Turn into a 4 cup mold or individual molds. Chill until firm
(Inmold to serve. YIELD: 4 to 6 servings.

MRS. RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Main Street. Waldoboro
Tel. TEmple 2-9261

Miss June
Diana Cluky
Friday.

•Mr. and M rs. Jesse Kf llcr have
returned fiom a three wicks' visit
to Crystal Beach. Florida, where
they were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Oxton.
While there, they
visited Mr. and Mis. L. True Spear
in St. Petersburg, and also motored
to Clearwater. Tarpon Springs.
Tampa, and visited the Cypress
Gardt ns. Winter Haven and the
Bok Singing Tower. Loki* Wells and
the Sunshine Skyway Bridge. They
flew back to Boston, then by train
to Brunswick where they were met
by Mr. and Mrs. Burton Bickmore,
Miss Becky Bickmore and Miss
Joyce Farmer.
Miss Mary Jane Jane Hallowell
entertained at a skating party last
Friday after school. After enjoying
skating at Chickawaukie Lake, the
group were supper guests of Mary
Jane and games were played in
the evening. Those present were:
Robert Biidgcs, Rebecca St. Clair
and Eileen Hare of Glen Cove,
Gregory Boetsch and Dickie Tol
man.
iMrs. Alton Knowlton motored to
Quebec, Canada, last weekend with
friends and attended the winter car
nival there.

Molded Cranberry Relish
*2 cups fresh cranlarries.

Mrs. Alice Hanrahan and moth
er,
Mrs. Alice Lambert, and
Mrs. Alice Nickleson were in
Rev. Mr. Gledhill was an ordained Rockland Friday.
j minister of the Congregational The local firemen were called
Christian Church and served in the Saturday to a fire at the home of
.Oxford County
United
Parish, Mrs. Ann Gould. No damage was
[Southwest Harbor-Tremont Luger done.
' Parish, Winslow and Boothbay ConThe Waldoboro unit of the Lin
| gregational Churches. and the coln County Fish and Game As
[Thomaston Federated Church.
sociation will meet at 7.30 p. ni.
In addition to his active duties as Feb. 17, at the Clubhouse at Win
‘ parish minister he was interested in ] slows Mills.
Boy Scout work and community t A Lenten service will be held at
> welfare. He was a member of the 7.30 p. m. Feb. 17, at St. Paul’s
“Brothers of thi Way’’, an unde Chapel in Dutch Neck.
Rev.
nominational organization of min- Everett Wiswell of New Harbor
' .sters whoch hoids yearly retreats | will be the speaker. There will
at Fisherman’s Island. Boothbay be special music.
Har bor, and fr equently attended the
The Waldoboro Extension As
[ r etreats held there.
Foi* several sociation will meet Feb. 18 in the
I years following his retirement from |
Moose Hall.
Miss Gene West,
acr.v ministry Mi. Gledhill
i ved home demonstration agent, will
on the staff of The Cour ier-Gazette J be the leader and the topic will
in charge of ’he church column and 1 be. “Let’s Plan Three Meals A
activities.
Day.”
The
dinner committee
A man of the highest ideals he!
will be Mrs. Oliver Crowell, Mrs.
devoted his life to a liberal inter Martha
Calderwood
and Mrs.
pretation of the Christian religion. Mariam Winchenbach.
Qui.t. unassuming, kind.y in spirit; The Bridge Club
will meet
and loyal in friendship he made j Thursday
evening
with Mrs.
many friends who t i-member him in Brainard Paul. Mrs. Wilbur Hil
gratitude.
ton entertained last week with
Thoughtout his long illness he was 1 Mrs. Harriet Brown as a guest of
unfailingly courageous and showed the club.
the greatest fortitude. His gentleness i Mrs.
Elsie Mank and Mrs.
of spir it, patience under the great , Hazel Ludwig were in Boston Fri
distress of body and thoughtfu ness i day on business.
of other s exemplified his enduring i
faith and endeared him to all who]
knew him.
PEDESTRIANS
He is survived by his widow,
Lucile Hall Gledhill; two daugh
ters, Ann M. Gledhill and Susan

Every

fo. C, !•!AjJ

Elks Serve Valentine Smorgasbord

| Maritime Oil Co.
I
|

Z34 PARK ST.
TEL. U71
BOCBLAND, MACKE

PUBLIC FINANCE
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

WARREN
MISS DORIS HYLER

INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING, SERVICES
HERE'S HOW IJTTLE IT COSTS
Advertlsenients iu thi* column not Io exceed three line* inserted
oner for 50 rents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 rents
for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads'* so called, i. e., advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Ouzette office
for handline, cost 35 cents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Those with phone or street numbers only are not advised.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL Ml ST RE PAID FDR
As received except from firms nr individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line.

FOR SALE

Correspondent
Telephone CRestwood 4-2421 office
Telephone CRestwood 4-2038 home
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Stetson
i left Sunday for a tour of Florida.
Th<‘ Stetsons plan to be away for
1 several weeks.
Mrs. Henry Laukka, joined Mr.
.and Mrs. Sula Sairino of Washing
ton, in a visit with relatives in
South and Wist Paris for several
days.

WANTED

!

1956 LAiNDORUISER 35 Kt. Trail

er for sale, complete, in excellent
cond. Priced for quick sale. RON
ALD KENNEDY. Union Road. Wal
doboro, Tel. TEmple 2-5350. 21‘26
SERVED Portable Refrigerator
for sale; also, Handyhot portable
washer. Both in good cond. Call
at 148 BROADWAY, upstairs.
21 *23

IjOBSTER Trap Stock for sale.
DONALD KENNISTON.
Tel. CRestwood 4-2686.

Warren.
20*34

1957 CHEVY for sale, 6 cylinder.
2 door, good condition.
Cash or
trade. TEL. (’Ed it 6-2102.
19-21
1952 CHEV. Pickup Truck for
sale, good cond., two new snow
treads, new motor job. two spares.
$396. Td. CAMDEN CEdar 6-3190
19*21
WHITE End Heater for sale, with
constant level, 55 gal. oil drum.
TELMO67-JK. _
19-21

SAVE Now. Enjoy Now. Com
pleted in 1 day. Let us install with
an expert crew a new forced air
oil or coal and wood furnace system
at low winter prices, nothing down,
payments start next summer. All
towns. Our 27th year. Write today
to SUPERIOR HEATING CO., 351
Sherwood Street, Portland, Tel
SPruce 3-8617.
19*30

1956 CHEVY Pickup for sale
Model 3200. Excellent cond. CARL!
M. ILVONEN, South Thomaston
Tel. 1495->M1.
19-21
ALUMINUM Windows.
Doors.
Awnings and Siding for saie. KEN
MISTON BROS.. Tei. Rockland
1430-W or CRestwood 4-2686. 15-tf
DUNLOP Imported Tires for
sale, for all Sports and Foreign
Cars. EASTERN TIRE SERVICE.
INC., Tel. 1556. Rockland.
9-tf

HOUSEWIVES—a year ’round op
portunity for you to earn money,
does not interfere with home duties,
representing Avon Cosmetics. Con
tact FRANCES FIDES. Bowdoin
ham, T< 1. MOhawk 64039
23 23

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
MAN OR WOMAN
Responsible person from this
area, to service and collect from
electric cigarette dispensers.
No
selling. Car. references, and $449
to $2,245 investment necessary. 7
to 12 hours weekly nets excellent
return. Possible full-time work. For
local interview give phone and
particulars. Write INTERNATION
AL SALES Ar MFG CO. OF NEW
YORK. INC.. Post Office Box 25 0.
Grand Central Station, New York
17. N. Y.
21 1.

SALESMEN OR AGENTS
WANTED
Need extra $25 to $50 weekly?
Route work on your day off and
evenings brings extra cash. Wife
may help too. Write McNtEOS CO..
•Dept. D. CamTler Bldg., Baltimore
2. Mai y.and.
21 It
BOAT wanted. 30 to 45 feet, fish
ing or pleasure. GROVER HUNTLEY. China Road. Waterville.
WOMAN wants light housekeep
ing and plain cooking for 1 or 2
aduit 8. TEL. 1536-J.
!<♦ 21
WANTED

Man 21-35

Past Matrons’ and Past Pat i ons'
Night wiil be observed by Iv\
Chapter. OES,
at the regular
stated meeting Friday. Fib. 20.
Each member is requested to be
prepared with a reading.
R> freshments will be served by Mrs.
Mildred Berry. Mi s. Mai ion Leimond, Mrs. Josephine Starrett
and Mrs. Theresa Monroe. At the
Feb. 6 meeting, in observance of
Charter Members Night, a short
history of service was given of the
two living charter members. Mis.
Abbie Newbert has 20 years of
office servinjf. while M'S. Delia
Hayej had five
Mrs. Haves has
lived in Somerville. Mass., man;,
years. Gifts were sent these two
members. Mrs. Newbert is a pa
tient at the Moody Nursing Home
in Union. Mrs. Helen Maxey gave
a short resume of the Chapter
doings through the years
Den 1 met at Den Mother’s.
Mrs. Richard Barnard. Wednesday afte school.
Mrs. Barnard
leshments.
The Den
served
meeting opened with the flag
salute, Cub Promise and Law ol
the Pack. The group learned a
new Scout song.
The boys fin
ished the parents’ place cards
and the Valentine presents and
worked on
scenery
Denner1.
Nathan Gardner.
Mi. anti Mrs. John W. Stevens
are at her mother’s. Mis. Isaac
Hoopers, while
Mr. and
Mis.
Hooper- are away.

Heart Fund Drive
Miss Doris Hyler. who had
agreed to act as chairman of the
Drive, not having the time to or
ganize a house to house canvass,
has turned the chairmanship over
tc Mrs. Pauline Pellicani. Mis.
Pellicani has the following ladies
helping in the housi to house
calls: Mrs.
Katherine Draper.
South Warren; Mis. Louise Ames,
Route 1 to Drewett’s Garage:
Miss Doris Hyler, Drewett’s Gar
age to Powder Mill Road, includ-

assist

ant manager in finance company
excellent opportunities for advance
ment
nationwide benefits. Write
BOX 626. or phone Rockland 1613
for appointment.
19-tf
GOOD Cash Registt r wanted,
suitable for filling station.
A. C.
MeLOON & CO.. T, . 51.
19-tf

GUNS WANTED
Modern
and
Antique
Guns i
bought, sold and traded.
DICK ,
" TERRILL CRAIN SAWS for safe. SMITH 650 Main Street, Tel. 2099.

Today's BEST CHAIN SAW BUY.
__________
18-tf
Financing available, approx. $9
MOTHER'S help! i wanted. Girl
monthly. Shortj’s Calso Station,
725 Main Street. Tel. 2070. Rock to help with housework and care of
land. We give SAH Green Stamps. four children, live in. Call or write !
___________
13-tf
NEW Cast Iron Stoves for sale.
For smelt house, boat, shop, etc.
While they last. 38.50.
NORTH
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST.
Thomaston.
8-21

EXCELLENT SELECTION
* Living Room Furniture
* Bedroom Furniture
* Children's Furniture and Ac
cessories
* All Kinds ol Bedding
* Electrical Appliances of every
«pe
* Modene Paints
SEE THEM AI.L AT

UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
579 Main St.
Tel. 939

Rockland

141-T-tf
TRAP STOCK FOR SALK
Largest distributors of trap stock
in the coastal area. No waiting,
largest supply of oak bows, lathes
etc., on hand, low prices. INDE
PENDENT LOBSTER CO., Rock
land, Tel. 303.
153-tf

BABY parakeets, Cages, Stands,
toys for sale. Also, complete line
of bird foods for 'keets, canaries,
cockatiels, love birds, parrots and
finches. FOREST VIEW AVIARIES.
9 Booker Street, Thomaston. Maine,
Mrs. C. A. Swift, prop., Phone 374
7-tf
GOOD USED CARS
We finance our own cars. No
finance or interest charge. MUN
SEY AUTO SALES, 131 North Main
street.
16-tf

9xi2 UNOLEUEMS for sale, reg
ular $10.95 f or $6.95.
NORTH
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST.
Thomaston.
1-tf
“
PIPE FOR SALE
Black and galvanized. All sizes,
low prices. BICKNELL MFG. CO.,
Lime Street.
1-tf

___________TO LET___________

REAL ESTATE

MRS C OWEN SMITH Melvin
AN Attractive 6 Room House for
Heights. Camden.
Tel. CEdar sale, well decorated and in won
6-32711
______________________ 18-tf I derful condition on large lot. All
ELDERLY Woman wanted as J rooms very sunny. 3 bedrooms and
Short distance to schools.
housekeeper-companion for woman bath.
alone.
MRS MILLS, 11 Masonic Reduced price $10,500. ALLEN IN
•treet
14-tf SURANCE AGENCY David H
Montgomery, Pres.,, Tel. CEdar
DRESSMAKING at home wanted. 6 2296
21-lt
Will do altering.
MRS. CARL
NEW 6 Room House for sale in
SBWALL, 11 Knowlton Street.
14-tf Rockland, with all latest equipment,
hot water' heat, oii fired, heatilatorWANTED: Auto Body Tin. Your fireplace,
acre land.
Magnifi
nearest and best spot to sell your cent view.
SECURITY REAL
scrap.
MORRIS GORDON AND ESTATE CO.. Dorothy Dietz, across
SON. Leland Street.
52-tf from Village Green. Camden. Tei.
21-lt
DON’T Discard Youi Old oi • '}•!<!.i: 6 J117 nr 6-3240.
Antique Furniture. Call H. JOHN
NEW
LISTINGS
!
I
f
NEWMAN for restoring and re south End
SX.5b<MX)
finishing
48 Masonic Street, Tel
An ideal home for small family or
1106-M.
1-tf
retired couple, completely modern.
WE BUY Scrap Iron, Metals, L.iveiy new kitchen, knotty pine liv
Rags and Batteries.
ing room and full bath down with
MORRIS GORDON and SON
master bedroom plus two additional
(/eland Street
Rockland bedrooms up. Attached: large ga
150-tf rage witri work area. New forced
WILL give good care to elderly hot aii heating system. Nice land
people on pension or private in | scaped lot with shade trees.
come in licensed home.
GAR- j Thomaston
$8,900.00
2ARELLI, 45 Granite Street, Tel. j Situated on quiet residential street
Rockland 518-M.__________
13-tf i this house is perfect foi- large fam
GENERAL Repair Work, Cai j ily (or 2 family). First flooi has
rentering and Asphalt Roofing. Ma modern kitchen, dining loom, large
<on work, chimneys and founda ! living loom, den or TV room, full
tions.
Built new or repaired ' bath with dressing room. Second
Write V. E. NICKLES, Box 493 1 floor-: 4 large bedrooms plus sew
or Tel. 378-M._________________ 127-t • ing room (or child’s room). Per
New
GENERAL Contracting wanted ! fect repair inside and out.
block foundations, chimneys, fire- ' forced hot air heat.
Both Properties Qualify For GI
places; also, asphalt roofing and
Or FHA Financing!
general carpentering. P. E. WFBCONTACT
BER. 248 Thomaston Street, Rock
land. Tel. 379-W
13-26

ing section of Route 90 and Maple
street; Mrs. Greta Pecce, North
Warren, and .she will be assisted
by Mrs. Lilja Laukka on the Mid
dle road and Mrs. Aila Leach on
the North Pond road; Mrs. Ada
Spear. Village; Mrs. Jean Laukka,
Hinkley Corner thiough Pleasant
ville and she will be assisted by
Miss Nancy Starrett and Mrs.
File n Wa isane n:
M rs. Do rot hy
Smith, from Depot Road, west to
Waldoboro line:
Mrs.
Mildred
Starrett. Hinkley Corner. Route
131 to East Warren road: Mrs.
Mild r«d Berry.
Route
131 to
Thomaston
line;
Mrs.
Betty
Henry. East Warren.
These ladies will not wait for
Heart Sunday, which will ht Feb.
22. hut will begin theii work this
coming week.
Miss Hyler has
placed plastic hearts with posters
in Norwood's, Holden's and Dot’s
Market and Davis' Bus Station
ami has mailed letters to the dif
ferent organizations in town.

CAMDEN

LOST AND POUND
GERMAN Shepherd Dog lost, tan
and black.
Call JOHN ANDER
SON. South Thomaston. Tel. 94-21.
21 2"
REDDISH-BROWN Hound Pup
with white stripe on breast lost.
41** months old.
EDWARD '1'
GENTHNER. Friendship Str.,t
Waldoboro. T. 1. TEmple ‘2-5518.
19-21

SERVICES
Plastic Laminating
Wallet size photos, Social Security
cards, etc.. 39c ca.
TEE JAY
PHOTOS. Box 4*81. Rockland. 16 i:
I am now available for contr ict
installation of inlaid linoleum, plas
tic wall tile, etc. Also carpenter
work
CARL J JOHNSON, Kos.
acre Farm, Tel. TEmple 2-9033.
16-21
SANDING

NEW And Used Guns Bought and
Sold, all odd ammunition.
Used '
furniture bought and sold. Expert
gunsmith.
Repair all makes
Also, Used TV's.
CHARLEY'S
GUN SHOP. Highland Square ,
Route 1, Rockport, Maine, Tel. ,
CEdar6-39M_____ _______ HL1!

APT. to let, 85 North Main Street
2 loom. bath, range, refrig.. and
better furn. CALL evenings 1512M2.
21-tr
FURN. Room to let. Call 923-JK
after 5 p. m.
J SBLIGER. 21
James Street.
21 23
SEPTIC Tanks and Cesspools'
FOUR Room Downstairs Apt. to cleaned. Prompt 24 hour service.
let. bath and basement. Cali at 89A C E. FENDERSON SANITARY
PARK STREET or Tel. 537-R.
SERVICE, Tel. Rockland 1314. Old
20*23 Orchard 6-2051.
Same
prices i
FOUR Room Apt. to let. Inquiit charged in Rockland as Old Or- (
MRS. RICHARDSON. 23 Franklin chard. Reasonable rates.
20 22
Street.
____
_ _
THREE Room Unfurnished Apt.
to let. Heated. All modern. Call,
at 100 UNION STREET. City. 20*tf
THREE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. to let.
stoves, shower and flush.
MRS
IVY F. BRACKETT. 55 Broad St

WELL!
WELL! WELL!
If it is water vou need, write
R. W. DRINKWATER, Well Drill
ing Contractor, P. O. Box 135,
Camden. Tel. 2768. Installment
plan also available, no down pay
ment necessary. Member of New
18 21 England and National Associations.
8-tf
UNFURN., Heated 3 Rm. Ape
with bath to let. elec, stove and
refrig. TEL. 1616.________ l»-tf aranansia
FOR RENT at 1* Shaw Avenue:
s sm
8 rooms, recently renovated, deep
lot, Bice neighborhood, hot water □a
aa a
oil
heat,
aluminum
windows. asH i
Adults preferred.
DR. C. F I □a
•SEiaona
FRENOH_____________________ 7-tf
------- 0SE
SO OAi. Oaa Water Heater to
lot.
*1.«5 a month. A. C. MeLOON COMPANY Tel. 1510. 115-tf
CU&AN Furnished Apta. to let,
free lights and water. 2 to 4 rooma, qbie nnrasa nan
haatod aad unheated. 17 to $10 on nanssna ras
«Mk- V. F. $TUDLKY, Broadway, q
Tel. UN or TT Park Street, Tel. anranasHlaHiiasra

HStaoH

HaareaslHaaaaa

naaKisnan a

SERVICE

New, and old floors made like
n<w
RAYMOND M. RICHARDS
120 North Main Street, Tel. 991-W.
6-tf

PLUMBING ond HEATING

CHARLES

SHAW

KOUKLAND 1451
THOMASTON 334

21-23

|

Cleaned, repaired and installed. ,
Automatic
cleaning
equipment. ;
Fiee inspection and estimates j
SAM SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
owned and operated. Tel. Camden 1
CEdar 6-268T.
17-tf IJ

Cousens* Realty
Basinets Opportunities
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
170 MAVERICK STREET

Tel. 1538 or 1625
Across From Golf Course

TWO Family House for sale,
newly painted, in good repair, two
full baths. Good income property.
Call at 51 OCEAN STREET for in
formation.
19*21
HOUSE for sale in Thomaston
Centrally located.
Priced to sell.
Tel. ROCKLAND 2235
16-21

BUSINESS

HELEN L. BAIRD
Correspondent
Tel TEmple 2-9964
Robert Delano entertained on
Thursday evening, members of
the Cushing MYF. Lon nine Stone
and Karl Crute. who have recent
ly announced their engagement,
were guests of honor at a shower.
Present were: Mr. and Mrs. Les
ter G. Delano. Mr. and Mrs. Wal
ter Chapman. Curtis Crute, Laurel
Stone,
Ralph
Laaka.
Betty
Holmes.
Betty
Vose,
Sharon
Young, Kenneth Sevon. Jr.. Ra
mona Ames. David Ames. Arthur
Rodney
Cook,
Alberta
Alice McIntire, Charles
Dianna LeJoy and the
of honor.

Owls Head
1

Mr. and Mis. Maynard Whitehouse motored to Hallowell Friday
evening where Mrs. Whitehouse
attended the Executive Commit
tee meeting of the Department of
Maine American Legion Auxiliary.
They were accompanied by Mis.
Berniece Jackson of Rockland. De
partment Child Welfare Chairman
Miss Alice Whitehouse. Mr. and
Mis. Ralph Perry and Mis. Kay
Hunt and Mrs. Mildred Berry of
South Hope attended the Winter
Carnival held at Glovers Hall in
Warren on Friday evening.
The Chadavae Club of the Chest
nut Street Baptist Church will
meet on Wednesday evening.
A
fish chowder supper will be served
preceding the meeting at 6.30 p.
m. Mrs. Christie Newbert of Bel
fast will be the guest speaker and
show slides of Alaska.
The Camden Community Hospial Club will hold its meeting at
Green Gables Inn on Thursday,
Feb. 19. Mrs. Jack McDonough
wil! be the hostess.
Naomi Sewing Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Marion Gray on
Tuesday evening.
The hostesses
will be Mrs. Jeanette Dennison
and Mrs. Marion Gray.
The Good Cheer Class of the
Congregational Church will meet
at the Parish House on Wednesday
evening at 8 p. m.
The Friends in
Council will
meet on Tuesday fternoon. bib
17. at St. Thomas Parish Hous
with Mrs. Leo Sti ig as hostess,
with Mrs. Adin Hopkins and Mrs.
Frederick Jagels assisting, Th.
guest speaker will be George Dm
kee whose subject will be ••All
About Leather-."

99 Park Street

CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS

Friendship

\ lew ol tht Tell Bridge and the l.d. Clint Andrews Farm about 1904. This had been previously
the Brown Farm and the house is supposed to be on the site of the Watson home built in 1753.

MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 6-2197

DON HENRY

MISCELLANEOUS

Foge Seven

19-tf

COPIES made of important
papers, discharge papers, deeds,
birth certificates. While yon wait
•t GIFFORD'S______________ 61-tf
R L. RICHARDS' Floor Sanding
Service. 20 years in business. 25
Franklin Street, Rockland, Tel. 952

14-39
Twenty-four Hour Photo Service
%sh for It at yonr local store or at
GIFFORD'S, Rockland. Maine.
1-tf
LITTLE * HOFFSES
Building Contractors
Tel 178-11
.k) High Street. Thomaston, Maine
Kitchen-Bathroom Tile * Linoleum
Foundations - Chimneys
Remodeling and Houae-Bulldere
Free Estimates
119-tf

OPPORTUNITY

TEXACO HAS FOR LEASE
(ON A GALLONAGE BASIS)

MODERN 2-BAY
SERVICE STATION
ON CAMDEN STKEET (U. S. ROUTE 1) ROOUAND

An ExcdUat Opportunity For tbo Right Mon.
RmrcmI Assistance Con Bn Arrmpoi.
FOR DETAILS CALL ROOOANO 1M4
ORCERnr A4271
2-tf

MRS. FRANCIS DYER
Correspondent
Telephone 285-M3
The local Extension group will
meet Thursday. Feb. 19. at the
Grange Hall at 10.30 for an all
day session.
Mrs. Norma Phil
brook. clothing leader, will con
duct the meeting on "Accessories
for
uu ’. Members are request
ed to bring jewelry, scarves, flow
ers and other accessories, such as
gloves and handbags to the meet
ing. Members of the dinner com
mittee are Mrs. Dorothy Baxter,
chairman;
Mrs. Helen Coffey.
Mrs. Arthur Brown, Mrs. Owen
Weeks and Mrs. Osca Knight.
Mrs.
George Sleeper,
local
Heart Fund chairman, has an
nounced the following workers:
Mrs. Wendell Leadbetter, Mrs.
Kent Glover, Mrs. Francis Dyer,
Mrs. Roderick Montgomery. Mrs.
Frank Knight. Mrs. David Knowl
ton, Mrs. Alfred Young, Mis. John
Wiley. Mrs. Frederick Palmer.
Mrs. Electa Dennis, Mrs. Elmer
Smail. Mis. Bernard Oakes, Mrs.
Frank Salo and
Mrs. Samuel
Glover. The workers will solicit
funds front residents during this
week, with the drive to be com
pleted on Feb. 22, when they will
meet at the home of Mrs. Sleeper
i at 4 p. in. for coffee.

The evening Extension group
This shows tin* lower toll bridge as it appeared in the decade following the Civil War. Many of th«* met last week at the home of
buildings near the foot of Wadsworth street will be recognized, not too milch changed after 90 years.
Mrs. Anthony Gustin.
Mrs. Wil
Charlie Payson who lived in what is liam Buckminster, clothing lead
now the Ne\Vbert house, she took er, conducted the meeting on “Ac
The mem
her chances and got more thrills cessories for You”.
than she expected. Suddenly she bers modelled various accessories
saw herself headed for disaster and such as jewelry, scarves, flowers,
stuck out h. t jot. By some mir acle | gloves, hats and bags to determine
no bones were broken. She struck the best effect in complimenting
By F. L. S. Morse
At the business
shar p
which might well their costume.
Thi Mil! Rivio pictures appeal ing recived the impact of thi wheel
m a inn
ji killed her but session conducted by Mrs. James
image beyond the ; Far r ell, secretary, in the absence
in recent numbeis of The Thomas and saved the good doctor' from a
flying leap into the waters below.
destruction of a 1 of the president, a donation was
ton Scrap Book recall a few epi
He. by some near miracle, was
loss of consider- made to the Women of *he Maine
sodes of loeniei years. Hi re aie a not seiiously hurt. The bicycle was
on and around the 1 State Association which will be
few which while simiJar and not too nev. r again seen in public.
used toward sending Mis. Louise
T.he late Ike Young, only last
important may be a bit amusing.
well known Thomaston teach- ' Lewis, State Pr esident, to Scotl her high school days had a ' land where she will be a delegate
Tile first refers to a dangerous year, or was it the year before,
fold mi of a gay sled ride by a
down the Crick Hill on a 1 to the meeting of the Associated
and difficult feat accomplished by
party of young folk, some 50 years
led. or two sleds attached one Country Women of the World.. The
our i. -pi (-:• d dentist of mv boy ago.
Austin Farrand’s one horse
d of the other'. George Globe next meeting will be held March 9
hood days
sled was borrowed and Beit Tuttle
steering.
Suddenly a trolley at the home of Mrs. Gustin, with
fn the day s when bicycle meets on a smaller sled undei took to
?ame around the coi ner at the Miss Beryl Borgerson and Mrs.
conducting the subject
were popular jnobably about 1894 steer.
After the large sled was
< and a horse drawn s ed came Gustin
in
the
Home.”
a group of Thomast . ma
oui giVt n its filial push, it gained mo-'
uni aiio'h. r sidt . The only way “Accessories
townsman F : ank Elliot bi ing thu nn-ntum
rapidly
and
disaster
vas to head into a snow bank, Oth. is piesent w r< Mrs. Dorothy
youngest. t<, nk a ink on then M i med certain and very re-.u when
was done. The lady in ques- Stone. Mrs. Kay Philbrook, Mrs.
wheels to Pl as.in: Beach in South by a.most sup. i human efforts Ber:
Lindahl,
Mrs.
Marilyn
w us thrown from the i ear Sylvia
into a bank, anil xe.pt s.eil and dr i.r^i'd along on her- face, Smith. Mis. Beverly Quay and
Thom:! ton. On tb. v. ,iv honii the
tn
in- i i pi.I di n:.
tl v
thiiis wi re broke
Nxt day lathi-’r than mar hei per- Mrs Barbara Guptill.
coast i il down the are
par ty lath, r unia :
the
feet at! endance she went to school
- High St: , et
Olli .1 p.ace ousiy dumped
heap, the! e \\ as with ,i face scratched up like a
th • brick housi Ol H. . bel t no barm done.
television w ithei map.
Th v. .
lent out of
A well known ;and highly i i Aftei- all these many' years shi
MRS. HENRY ALLEN
and traveled
a terrific spected lady who lives not very still shows one of the scratches.
Correspondent
rate across the Mr.
Main Stm t, straight far from the cornepr of Pine and
These aie only' a few of hundreds
Telephone 59
tor the por.d. for the river was Gleason Streets had
thr ailing r ide of similar occurrences on these his
damm.al form,ng the pond in those down the ste i p hill whei
the doc- toric hills, but as Arttmas Ward
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hawkins,
days.
tor had his ride.
one wrott Why lacerate the pub
A post that held up on«- corner
This hill i; altogether
lic bosom with further sad narra accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Hopkins and son Allan of
of the v.-randa of Star rett’s stor e for sliding. but alongtion ?"
Camden, left Thursday for West
Palm Beach. Fla., where they will
Thorn Dyer, who has been a for by Lewis Burgess, oui electrician. be guests of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
mer patient at Knox Hospital, is Your l oi r espondent says over 50 Hawkins and family.
again able to be at work, and Her years then ’ Our Florida North
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Anderson
bert Lawson, who is still at Knox Haven people might ask Beulah
ETTA F. BEVERAGE
and daughtei- of Wisconsin are
Hospital,
is
reported
slowly
im

anil
report!
Correspondent
guests of their parents. Mr. and
ploring.
Telephone 16-4
On Saturday the high school Mis. Robert Anderson.
Barbara J. Beverage has been class ol 1959 assisted by some of
The sympathy of the community
ill at the home of her grandpar the mothers, put on a suppei- in the
is extended to the family of the
Mis. Corydon S. Brown < Flor ents. Mr and Mrs. Vernon Bever
Legion Hall The menu consisted
late Rev. George H. Gledhill who
ence Dalci who has been a surgi age. since Thursday. There is a
of meat loaf, esea Hoped potatoes,
died at his home Friday after a
cal patient in Knox Hospital, re great deal of illness now in town.
green peas, varied salads, hot
long illness.
turned home on Saturday and is
North Haven has had a week of rolls, pie anil coffee
Everything
much improved
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Wiley are
weathei-."
10 below zero last was well served and delicious with
Mrs. Annie Beverage, who has Monday morning, then snow, fol a little over $50 being cleared. parents of a son. born Feb. 12 at
been a recent observation patient lowed by one of the slipperiest ice The high school principal, Ernest Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Noble Dorrie, who has
at Knox Hospital, returned home storms ever seen, with a crust Eaton, proved that a man could
on Thursday , accompanied by her around one-half inch thick over make a cake, as he furnished a been a patient at Knox Hospital,
son. Vernon and is quite comfort everything: followed by a good beautiful one which Lawrence has returned home.
Past
Matrons'
and Patrons’
able, yet abed 'most" of the time day anil then Saturday night we Grant got. The last I knew Mr.
Mr. and Mis. William Marshall got a foot or so of heavy, wet Eaton hadn't disclosed who baked Night will be observed Feb. 20 at
returned on Thursday from several snow. Somewhere I have heard, the cake, but who cares? Certain the regular meeting of Naomi
Chapter. OES.
A program will
weeks spent with relatives in “Snow Beautiful Snow. ' but that ly not the semors.
follow
the
business
meeting.
Washington. D. C. and elsewhere. was before voui correspondent
Sunday Services
Mrs. Kathleen Popp of Belmont. useil a snow shovel and broom so
There were but 45 at Sunday Brothers will serve on the refresh
Now she could apply- for School on Sundav. due to weather ment committee headed by Torvia
Mass., is the guest of hei- sister much
Makinen.
All past matrons and
anil husband. Mr and Mrs. Ches a “Crow Master" of many years and illnt-ss.
ago. Do you know what'.’ Youi
ter F. Dyer
At the morning worship service patrons are asked to attend.
PTA Meet*
Mrs. Edith Hopkins Bloom, who correspondent also asked some Rev Mr . Mei riam spoke on the
The St. George PTA will be held
has been with her- sister. Cora and people even older than she what race situation, yet pointing out
husband. Hon. and Mrs. Joel Reed was a Crow Master of 50 years from Romans 12 that we are to at the new Elementary School
of Stafford Springs. Conn., re ago" and no one could answer. i consider “All men" the objects of Thursday. Feb. 19 at 7.30 An ob
turned on Saturday and will soon She knows, do you? None here God’s love and consideration. “His servance on Founders Day will
he held after which Norman Moul
love is color- blind. Are you?"
be in her mother’s home in the now
On Saturday, Frank Sampson,
Village. At present she is at the
The choir sang "In the Quiet of ton. Superintendent of Schools,
Village Inn.
Her son. Richard boss mover, and others moved This Place'' by Carrington, am! will speak on the school budget
Bloom, who has had employment two former landmarks to new po "Christ Is My Guide" by Clarke an dthe Area School.
It is hoped that all interested
abroad for some time, has re sitions: One was at Pulpit Harbor with prayer response by Lane and
turned to the United States, where which was the Shop" so called recessional by West. One of the persons, both pro and con, will at
at the late Charles Parsons - Enos Webster Memorial vases contained tend this meeting to get more
he will now work.
Mr. Small of Vinalhaven was in Piper place by the bridge to the a bouquet of beautiful spring flow acquainted with this important
town on Saturday on business. He farm of the late Will Sampson on ers loaned by Mis. Mellie Gillis question which will come before
was accompanied around town by- the Middle Road. The other was and on the Communion table were the people at the forth coming
So
Bill Hurd, at whose home he was “Eleanor’s Shop" at the head of beautiful camellias loaned by Mrs. Town Meeting in March.
th«* wharf in the Village, to the Grover Babbidge. There was no whether you are a PTA member
a dinnei guest.
or not. everyone is cordially in
Lewis Burgess and daughter farm previously owned by Frank evening service.
vited and urged to attend thia
Miss Sheila have been “ahouse’’ Waterman and now by Miss Ruth
meeting.
this week with illness, but perhaps Abbott. This building has a his
The Executive board will meet
tory. could it talk I think it was SOUTH THOMASTON
not “abed"
Wessasskeag Grange No. 360 at 7 p. m as uaual. The tifth
Edward Beverage. Sr., was in built by Arthur Bray anil used by
he and his wife. Beulah Mills, for will hold a special meeting Wed grade room mothers, Louise Bnria
Rockland over the weekend
Mr s. Joel Wooster . who has been a papei shop, etc : also by Francis nesday night. Feb. 18. working and Lilly Beckettt are in charge
of refreshments.
in Bangoi visiting her daughter. j Mills for papers, ice cream, etc., first and second degree

THOMASTON SCRAP BOOK
MAKES HISTORY LIVE
AS EDITED BY LEE MORSE

Tenants Harbor

NORTH HAVEN

Jean, and family, Mr. and Mrs

i888$>8ll8tl6K8»8888>»>>W»W»I Cu*Us

Dicke> ' u a«ain at home-

as alao by Eleanor Thornton. A
, portion ol it bas been rented lately, Subscrlbn to Th« OonrlerOnantU.. AdvnrtlM la Th*

Poge Eight

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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1,
St. P, ter’s Episcopal Church wo
men will meet Wednesday night (in
stead of the usual Thursday) in thi*
Undercroft at 7.30.
-------A party was held Saturday night
by the Sea Explorer Ship Red Jacket at the Genera! Berry Engine
House Headquarters. Sea Explorers
and their ladies enjoyed an evening
of dancing and refreshments were
served at intermission. The com
mittee
in charge consisted of
Stephen Douglas. Danny Thompson,
and Alfred Anderson. Other membeis and guests were: Norman
Gamage. Wayne and Seth Gamage
of Rumford. T. Moore. Dick Moore.
John Daily. John Willis. Norman
Cogin. John Proctor, Billy Willis,
Donna Ann Perry. Jackie Harjula.
Caroline Thompson and Helen Joy.
Four members of the Red Jacket.
Stephen Douglas, Danny Thompson.
John Daily and Alfred Anderson,
gave a short talk on Sea Exploring
at the Grange meeting Saturday
afternoon.
The Methodist Youth Fellowship
met Sunday evening at the home of
Donald and David Gregory. Games
were played and refreshments were
served.
Those attending were:
Susan Eaton. Eunice Winslow.
Bonnie Billings. Linda Mountfort.
Carolyn Chatto. Sally Fowler, Ann
Fowler. William Beale and Alton
Cole, advisor.
The ladies of the Methodist
Church will meet on Wednesday at
10.30 a. m. at the church for a day
of sew ng.
Mrs. Lena Stoddard
and Mrs. Minnie Cross are in
cha:ge of the luncheon.

The Odds and Ends will meet
Thursday at 7.30 at the Congrega
tional Church with Mrs. Dorothy
Bird. Mis. Jean Hodgkins and Mrs.
Dorothy French as hostesses.

•Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Huntley
and Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Huntley have returned to Westport.
Conn., after visiting relatives over j
the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Sylvester, j
Sr., entertained at a family gath
ering Sunday afternoon to cele- •
brate the 13th birthday of their ;
daughter Sally. Members of the 1
family present were: Mr. and
Mrs. Ted Sylvester. Jr., and son •
Scott. Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Svi-;
vester and daughter Brenda. San
dra Sylvester. Herman R. Win
chenbaugh. Mrs. Leroy Tolman.
Capt. Mary Emery and Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Hilton and daughter
Mary Sue of Bremen. Dainty re
freshments were served including
a birthday cake with Valentine
decorations. Sally received many
nice gifts.

LOCAL CHAPTER OF RED CROSS HAS McLAIN SCHOOLERS SELECT ROYALTY
AIDED MANY FAMILIES IN DISTRESS;
LET'S GET BEHIND DRIVE FOR FUNDS

)

1

r

1 r

February 14. 1959 fire in Hope. North Union. Tenants
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
Harbor, and finnaily six families
Your timely editorial in the Feb who fled from the fire in the Bick-j
nell Black in Rockland.
ruary 14th issue. “Let’s Hope His
Let's not think that all the money ,
tory Does Not Repeat Itself’’, sug spent by the Red Cross for disaster
gests to me the fact that the Knox relief is for people in “other less
County Chapter of The American fortunate sections of the country”.
Red Cross, next month, will make
The County Chapter gathered
its annual appeal for contributions donations of clothing and furniture
to meet the expenses of its work for and spent $2,931.00 for food, lodg
another year.
ing, first aid. medical care and
You mention death and disaster in household goods necessary for re
“Other less fortunate sections of the habilitation.
country”.
The National Red Cross Head
Already, this winter, the Knox quarters reimbursed the Knox
County Chapter of The American County Chapter with a payment of
Red Cross has come to the aid of $2 640.00.
disaster victims in our own section
George B. Wood.
of the country: destitute families 18 Talbot. Avenue,
driven from homes destroyed by Rockland, Maine.

The Women’s Educational Club
meets Friday at 2 p. m. at the
Farnsworth Museum with a paper
presented by Mrs. Jennie Feyler
Guest speaker will -be attorney
Peter Sulides.
A box lunch and
social hour will follow from 5 to 6
P m.

A card party for the benefit of the
South Thomaston Fire Department
will be held at the Gilford Butler
School Thursday evening at 7.30.
For reservations, call Mrs. Verna
Baum Tel 243AV3
The Universalist Fireside Fellow
ship will meet Thursday. February
19 at 7.30 at the home of Mrs.
Ruth Barrows. Glen Cove. Mrs. Jim
Moore will be co-hostess.
Work
will be done on articles for the
church fair and members are re
quested to bring their grabs.

Past Officers Filled
The Chairs At
67th Anniversary
The 52nd Annual Past Matrons'
and Past Patrons’ Night was ob

Miss Caroi Kent, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. James P. Kent of 111
Limerock Street, left Friday for Au
gusta where she assumed her duties
in the Engineering Department of
the New England Telephone and
Telegraph Company. Monday
-------Miss H ien Burns, who has been
ill for the past two weeks, resumed
her duties this week at Millinery
Fashions.

Linda L. McAuliffe, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter McAuliffe,
observed her 10th birthday on Feb.
12 at her Nannie McAuliffe’s home.
Linda entertained a few of her
classmates and games and danc
ing were enjoyed. Her Aunt Goldie
d.d the serving. A birthday cake
held the candles which Linda blew
out. Sandwiches, ice cream, cold
drinks, candy and peanuts were
served. Pictures were taken and
Linda received many nice gifts,
also money. Present were: Brad
ford Ames, Cheryl Chambers.
James
Economy.
Walter Mc
Auliffe. Charles McAuliffe and
Goldie Ann McAuliffe.

on your savings $10 up-no limit

Veterans

with

GI

homes

can

make extra payments to their
served Friday night at the Ma mortgage holders at any time, or
sonic Temple on the 67th anniver they can pay off the entire GI loan

sary of Golden Rod Chapter. OES.
with 29 past matrons and past pa
trons in attendance.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Bridges

Sr., of Rockland announce the en
gagement of their daughter Norma
to Richard J. Seymour, son of Mr.
and
Mrs. Alfred Seymour of
Randolph.
The bride-to-be graduated from
Rockland High School and is
presently employed at Liberty i

The Rockland Emblem Club will
have a social meeting Thursday
evening.
Co-chairmen are Mrs.
Marion Cook and Mis. Adah Rob
erts. There will be a surprise
party and cards following.
Re
The regular monthly meeting of
freshments will be served by Mrs.
the Rainbow Advisory Board will
Alice Kaler.
meet Thursday evening with a pot
luck supper served at 6 p. m.
The Gideon’s Cabinet holds its
State meeting Saturday at 2.30 at
Brownie Scout Troop 23 recent
the IOOF Hall in Warren with a
ly visited the Post Office and were
rally and supper at 6.30.
guests of Postmaster James Connellan who explained the postal
The Anderson
Auxiliary will
service to the girls and conducted
the troop through a tour of the of meet for a supper meeting at the
fice. Another outstanding event of G A P. Hall. Wednesday at 6 p. m.
the winter foi the troop was a skat The installation scheduled for this
ing party at Stevenson’s Pond re ' time will be postponed until a
turning to the home of Mrs. Lewis I later date.

Nickerson, Kelly Lane, for hot
cocoa and cookies provided by
troop mothers. Mrs. Doris Merriam and Mrs. Henrietta Cox.
Leaders of the troop a re Mrs.
The WCTU met Thursday after Betty Miller and Mrs. Ba rba ra
noon in the annex room of the First Nickerson.
Baptist Church opening with the
Mr. and Mrs. Jalo E. Ranta ob
worship service including singing of
the Crusade Hymn. “Giv< To The served their 25th wedding anniver
Wind Thy Fears”, and reading in sary on Saturday. Feb. 14. at their
unison the Ciusade Psalm. It was home on the Old County road when
voted to recommend to the county open house was held from 2-9 p. m.
union, that they purchase the new Many friends, relatives and family
film “The Giand View Story”, for members called during the hours
use in the schools and to supply to offer their congratulations and
members of the high school drivers’ best wishes. The rooms were at
education classes with copies of the tractively decorated with lovely
booklet. “Alcohol at the Wheel”. arrangements of flowers, gifts to
The week of February 15-22 will b< th«* couple. Mr. and Mrs. David
observed as membership week col Deshon finished cutting and serv
lecting all outstanding dues and en ing the three tiered anniversary
listing new m» mbers
Members cake, with Mr. and Mrs. Ranta
Serving
were instructed to write letters to cutting the first slice.
the Legislative Liquor Control Com were Mrs. Ero Blom. Mrs. Alma
mittee regarding bills soon to come Starr and Mrs. Henry Kontio. Dip
up for healings. The study book ping punch were Mr. and Mrs.
The guest book
of the year, “Shadow Over Ameri David Deshon.
ca”, was presented for considera was circulated by Miss June
tion. A program on Frances Wil 1 Ranta. Special guests were Mrs.
lard showing colored slides of Rest I Ranta's brother and wife. Mr. and
Cottage, house of Miss Willard, in Mrs. Einar Heino of Fitchburg.
Evanston. Ill., kept as a memo I Mass., her grandson. David Derial to her, were enjoyed. Rev. How l shon. Jr., of Orono and Mr. and
ard Welch gave a very interesting j Mrs. Leino Lystila, also of Fitchtalk on Abraham Lincoln giving im • burg. Mr. and Mrs. Ranta rcpressions from his life and charac | ceived many lovely gifts, floral arter. A collection was taken for th» ' angements and numerous cards.
Fiances Willard Organization Fund. Mrs. Ranta, the former Helmi
The next meeting is scheduled foi Heino. daughter of Mrs. Charles
March 13th at. the home of Mrs. , Heino and the late Charles Heino
Lena Stoddard with a program on of Rockville, and Jalo Ranta, son
j of the late Mi- and Mis. Elias
Temperance and Missions.
' Ranta of St. George, were marTelephone 76 for ail social items i ried in Rockland by Rev. Walter
guests. parties, etc , for Th< ) Rounds. They have two daughCourier-Gazette. Mrs. Margaret I ters. Mrs David Deshon of Orono
Winchenbaugh 161 Limerock Street I and Miss June Ranta. a student
social reporter.
v at North School. Rockland
i

No Penalty For
Early Payment
On GI Loans

Kola Klub of the Methodist
Church will meet in the church ves
try at 7.30 p m. Thursday. Mr. and
and Mrs. Alton Cole and Di. and
Mrs. Russell Abbott will be the
committee in charge
Domenic
Cuccinello will be the guest speaker
and will speak on court room pro
cedure and the duties of an attor
ney.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hutchin
son and children of Webster. Mass.,
were weekend guests of his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Merle Hutch
inson, Otis street. Mr. Hutchinson
is art director and sales manager
for the Sawyer Display Company
of Connecticut.

Mrs. Leroy Benner entertained
at her Mountain Road home on
Sunday afternoon in honor of the
ninth birthday of her daughter
Janie. Decorations were on the
Valentine theme with a beautifully
decorated Valentine doll cake cen
tering
the
refreshment
table.
Games were much enjoyed with
prizes being awarded to Nancy
Lowe, Trudy Benner and Paula
McConchie. Other guests present
were: Julie McConchie, Shelia
Levenseler, Karen O'Jala, Jackie
Benner, Judy Gordon and Sally
Knowlton.
Mrs. Benner was as
sisted in serving by Miss Patricia
Pease.

The degrees

of the order were conferred on Mrs.
Florence Stratton and Mrs. Muriel
Hussey with the following past offi
cers filling the chairs:
Worthy Matron and Worthy Pa
tron. .Mrs. Pauline Hutchinson and
Photo by Uzzell Leland Drinkwater, 1946: Associate
Loan Corporation of Rockland as Matron and Associate Patron. Mrs.
Golden Munro and Dr. Lloyd Rich
secretary.
Mr. Seymour graduated from ardson. 1944; secretary. Mrs. Cam
Gardiner High School and Farm illa Linekin. 1955; treasurer. Wes
ington State Teachers’ College and ley Knight. 1850.
Conductress. Mrs. Ethel Perry.
has done graduate work at the
University of Maine. He is now 1957; associate conductress. Mrs.
principal and teacher at the Esther Novicka. 1951; chaplain.
Herman R. Winchenbaugh. 1935;
Tyler School in Rockland.
marshal. Mrs. Virginia Knight.
An April wedding is planned.
1 1950: organist. Mrs. Alta Dimick.
1949; Adah. Mrs. Bertha Borgerson.
Mrs. Lizzie McFadden who is at 1938; Ruth.,Mrs. Vivian Vinal. 1954;
Yorkie’s Nursing Home. 28 Birch Esth-r.
•r. Mrs. Naomi Farrar. 1956;
street, will observe her birthday Martha, Mrs. iMildred Aehorn. 1953;
on Feb. 20.
j Electa. Miss Katherine Veazie,
11943; Warder. Mrs. Helen Bean,
Miss Gloria O’Sullivan and Miss 1933; sentinel. Allan Borgerson,
Alice Lilenthal were guests of 1938.
honor at a birthday dinner party | Other past officers present were:
held at the home of Miss Cheryl Mrs. Nellie G. Dow. who served in
Nickerson. Kelly Lane, on Friday 1902 and is the senior member of
even’ng. Guests were Betty and the chapter; (Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Judy Brann. Jeanette Plummer, mond watts. 1824; Mrs. Gertrude
and Penny O'Sullivan.
'Boody, 1930; Mrs. Maude Blodgett.
1934; Mrs. Fiances Morse. 1937;
Mrs. George St. Clair will enter Josef Vinal, 1934; James Roach.
tain the Tonian Circle Wednesday 1957; Mrs. Laura Buswell and Mrs.
at her home on Rankin street.
| Doris Havener.
Visiting past matrons and pas’
Mr. and Mrs. William Savage patrons were from Star in the East
celebrated their 68th wedding an Chapter of Hampden. Forget-M. niversary by having open house Not Chapter of South Thomaston.
at their home. 5 Fogg street, on Grace Chapter of Thomaston, and
Sunday afternoon, Feb. 15. Many Alcyone Chapter of IMillbridge.
friends, neighbors and relatives
Invitations were received to at
called throughout the day to offer tend a Past Matrons’ and Past Pa
congratulations. The guests were trons’ Night at Harbor Light Chap
greeted by Mr. and Mrs. James ter in Rockport. February 17. sup
Roach with whom they make their per at 6.30; and an installation of
home. The rooms were most at Rose of Sharon Chapter of Augusta.
tractively decorated in keeping •March 14. at 8 p. m.
with the Valentine season compli
Supper preceded the ceremonies
mented by many beautiful ar with Mrs. Mildred Pease in charge
rangements of flowers which were assisted by Mrs. Geraldine McCon
gifts to the couple. Special guests chie as dining room chairman.
were their grandchildren, Hartley Table decorations were in keeping
Hanley. Mrs. Priscilla Pease and with the Valentine season and fa
son William Pease of Littleton. N. vors at the past officers’ tables
H.
They
received
numerous were miniature gavels.
A large
gifts, cards, flowers and money. decorated birthday cake formed the
Mr. and Mrs. Savage were mat- center for the head table.
ried in Union in 1891 and have
The next meeting will be held
lived nearly all their married life February 27 at which time Worthy
in Rockland. From this marriage Matrons and Worthy. Patrons of the
were born five children, the late chapters of District 11 will be spe
Rosswell Weymouth. Mrs. Car cial guests.
rie Nash. Mrs. John Gamage
Maine potatoes are not fattening.
and Mrs. James Roach of Rock
land and
Hartley Savage of They contain only about 100 calories
Chuluota, Fla.
They have 21 for a mt dium sized tuber. That’s
children and six great great about the same as an apple.
—
grandchildren.
Almost all families in this coun| try use potatoes at, least once a
LOUDVILLE
week according to reports of food
On Friday afternoon. February
surveys.
13. a Valentine party was held at
the school house. The mothers and
friends were present. The children
had bi en making Valentine cookies
and cup cakes with aid of their
teachei for this occasion.
These
with sandwiches and ice cream
were enjoyed by all. Then the ex
change of Valentines completed a
hippy afternoon.
Mrs. Mary W. Davis is spending
the weekend in Augusta.
A pet Bantam Rooster. Ambrose,
has been been given to Charles Po
land. and he and all the family
enjoy his antics.
Kenneth and Thurlow Gifford are
cutting wood for Lettie Prior.

Selected as the King and Queen of the second annual McLain School
Valentine Ball Friday night were Robert Emery, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Emery of 191 Broadway and Sheila Nye, daughter of Mr. and
without a penalty charge.
Mrs. George Nye of 22 Oak street, shown In the picture. Principal
M. L. Stoddard, manager of the Donald E. Parker invested the couple with their royal garments and
Veterans Administration Center. announced that Donna Haskell, chairman of the affair, Catherine MpTogus. said the minimum extra Cann and Lucy Torfason were made the ladies in waiting. Assisting
payment a veteran may make on in serving the refreshments were the following room mothers: Mrs.
William Leavitt, Mrs. Samuel Small, Mrs. Richard Emery, and Mrs.
his GI home loan is at least the John McCann.
Photo by Shear

amount of one month’s payment,
or a flat $100. whichever is Jess.
He added that should the veter
an later become hard-pressed fo’
money, the extra principal already
paid may —if the lender agrees—
be re-applied to regular payments
in order to prevent the loan from
going into default.
Q. I have either lost or mis
placed the discharge I received
when I came out of the service.
I want to get a GI loan. Where do
I get another and is there any
charge for the replacement?
A. To replace a lost discharge
write the Personnel Records Cen
ter of the Armed Forces, 9700
Page Boulevard. St. Louis. Mis
souri. Give your service number,
and include your branch of service.
There is no charge for replace
ment.

Mrs. Mildred Steele
Continued from Page One
driver of an automobile on Me
chanic street in Camden Sunday
afternoon was attributed as the
^ncSible cause of a two car col
lision.
Richard W. Wilbur. 17. of Cam
den told Trooper George Massie
that he took his eyes off the road
for a brief moment when a com
panion in the front seat accident
ally dropped cigarette ashes on
him.
The Wilbur car collided with a
vehicle, operated by Jayne Har
mon. 17. of Camden, causing $500
damage to each automobile. The
accident is under investigation by
State Police. There were no re
ported injuries.
Two more accidents were also
recorded by the State Police as
happening Sunday afternoon.
A vehicle, operated by Carlton
E. Morse. 80. of Rockland was
backing out of the road leading to
the Dragon Cement Plant onto
Route 1 in Thomaston when it
was struck by a car. driven by
Everett C. Carlson. 21. of Rock
land.
Damage to the Carlson car was
estimated at $450 and damage to
the other car was set at $150.
There were no reported injuries.
A truck, driven by Gilbert L.
Martin. 22. of Thomaston was
plowing out a driveway on the
Cushing road where it backed onto
the road and collided with a vehile. driven by Forest L. Davis.
59. of Port Clyde.
Minor damage was estimated
to the truck and about $450 dam-

LIBRARY HAS CHECKING DEVICE

Mrs. Marilyn Smith, day camp
chairman, announced a camp re
union would be held at the Univer
salist Church on Feb. 24 from 2-4
p. ni. at a board meeting of the
Girl Seoul Council Thursday eve
ning at the home of the president,
Mrs. Richard French.
The 1959
Day Camp season is scheduled for
the Camden Hills State Park on
the theme, “Western Frontiers.”
Memb'is voted to purchase song
books and Brownie Scout hand
books Troop 19 will hold a cooked
People who think they know it
food sale Feb. 21 at Meredith's at all
seldom
demonstrate
that
9 a. m.
knowledge is power.

Even the man who practices his
religion only once a week has a
good chance of keeping his batting
average up.

MRS. B. E. BRYANT, Belfast, Me.
A. McCONCHIE, Owls Head, Me.
J. W. MOYES, Waldoboro, Me.

by Federal Deposit Insurance and our outstand

in Northern New England.

Please Pick I p These Awards Within 30 Days

'Depositors
Trust Company

c

ARR’S PAINT and WALLPAPER
ASH
ARBY

586 Main Street
Rockland, Maine
Plenty of Free Parking

BXLAROKD
RX-JVM1BO PRINTS
IK AUICMS
it bxp .w — ie bxp. i.ee
to exp. i.ts — m exp. t.ee
KODACOLOR DBVBLOPINO
ALL BOLLS Me BACH
OTBRS1ZB PRINTS Ste BACH
8BND FOR PRICK LIST FOR
BBTACHROHB — ANSCOCHROHX
KODACHBOHB
RBH1T WITH COUT OH
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MRS. VERA CARVER, 27 Pacific St., City
MRS. R. J. HEWETT, 27 Purchase St., City
LOIS RAND, West Southport, Me.

ing safety record as the largest commercial bank

allC

Films Developed

GALLON EAGLO PAINT (Value $5.75)

Photo by Shear
The Kockiand Public Library haw recently acquired a new auto
matic checking machine at a yearly rental coal of (Sa. The machine
will make the checking out of hooka more efficient and tauter. In the
picture, lira. Bette Harvey. left, eheeka out hooka for Ralph Laaka
of Warren at I p. m. Monday, while librarian Mra. Darla Searlott. ecu' ter. looka on. The machine la the Oral one of ita kind to be iaataUed
la a public library la the State of Maine.

Seven Scouts from Rockland
Troop 206. under the direction of
Scoutmaster Willis Sallinen, visited Gilbert’s Dairy and the Camden-Rockland
Water
Company
Saturday as part of the requirements for the public health merit
badge.
After going through the milk
pasteurizing plant, they were con
ducted through the Water com
pany and two of its sub stations,
at West Rockport and at Mirror
Lake, by Superintendent Allan F.
Me Alary.
McAlary, who is also a Scout
official, explained how the water
is chlorinated and how the com
pany measures the amount of wa
ter which flows from the Lake to
the communities of Rockland,
Rockport, Thomaston and Cam
den.
The Scouts were: Mike Azevedo,
Dwight
Fifield.
Steve Gifford,
Robert Philbrook. Richard Salli

edical Mirror

One of the very best buys for
taste, food value, and economy is
Ma ini' potatoes.

GALLON DUTCH BOY ($6.40 Value)

Scouts Studying
For Health Badge

Among one of the most interesting
programs presented by the Rubinstein Club, during the year, is that
of the young musicians, when boys
and girls of outstanding ability are
invited to perform before the club.
This is part of the Rubinstein Club's
project to promote a greater in
terest and appreciation of music
among the young people.
Television and an accelerated pro
gram of other interests is prevent
ing many youngsters from studying
the “Cultural Aits”. In order to
have a well balanced life there
must be an appreciation of the good
things of life as well as the hard
facts of out every day living. The
young ladies and gentlemen of the
Thursday evening program are
truly examples of this theory.
Honor students, outstanding in theit
respective classes, well balanced in
their interests. We can truly be
proud of them.
nen. John Mathieson and Steve
Spt cial guests were 30 of the 35 Flanagan.
members of the newly organized
Junior Rubinstein Club and theit
ST. GEORGE
counselor. Mrs. Oram La,wry, Jt.
Celebrated Birthday
who was also co-chairman of thi
Miss Janie Kinney, elder daugh
Young Musicians Program with
ter of Mr. and Mrs. John M. Kin
Mrs. Bess Battey Gowdy.
ney. celebrated her sixth birthday
Progra nt:
Saturday with a train party.
Piano Solo.
The group toured the Maine
To Th< Rising Sun
Totjussen
Central Railroad Station at Rock
Carl Woodman
land and then boarded the 3.35 p.
Piano Solo.
m. train arriving in Thomaston 10
Tarantelle in G flat
Heller
minutes later.
Harriet Epstein
Janie’s guests were: Sandra
Vocal Solos.
Hall. Marilee Robinson. Donna
The Lord’s Prayer
Mallot
Kelsey and her sister, Mary Kin
You’ll Never Walk Alone
ney. Adults escorting the train
from Cairo use lit party included Mrs. True Hall,
Lawreston Crute
Mrs. J. C. Robinson, Jr., and
Piano Solo.
Janie’s parents. Mr. K’nney took
Military Poianaise
Chopin cojorp(j slides, of the group.
Gail Ladd
' Following the arrival at Thom
Piano Soios.
aston. the party motored to St.
Butterfly
Greig George for refreshments which
Waltz in A fiat
Brahms were highlighted by a four-tier
Timothy Woodman
Valentine cake made by Janie’s
Following the program, a busi mother.
ness meeting was held, at which
Sending gifts but unable to at
time it was announced that the
tend were Glen Pease and Martha
March meeting would be a com
Skoglund.
Debby Ervin.
Mrs.
bined Concert of American Music
Donald Kelsey, Jr., was also pre
sent later at the party.
I instein Club under the direction j
of Mrs. Clemice Pease who is
American
Music Chairman
of
both organizations.
Local musi
cians have been invited to per
DOfTOU*; SAT ABOUT
form.
• Varicose Veins
Two projects of local interest
which are to be sponsored by the
0. “ITill you plpntr discuss
Rubinstein
Club
dut ing
the
tttrirnff teins and ulcerations?”
—J.H.
months of March and April, are
A. I eg veins bear a heavy bur
a series of lectures on Folk Music
den because they must support a
from early times to the present,
weighty column of blood extend
with authentic recordings. These
ing from the feet upward. I arger
meetings will be held in the Fransleg veins have tiny shelf-like
worth Museum starting the second
valves to help support the weight
of the blood. If there ii a ten
Sunday in March. The public is
dency for the valves or support
invited to take advantage of this
ing tissues around the veins to
fine opportunity to know more
weaken, the internal pressure
about a very important part of
balloons the normally smooth,
out heritage. The second project
straight veins into knotty, crooked
tubes fvaricosc veins) through
still in the stages of formulation
which blood flows sluggishly. The
is a study of our great composers
stagnation
allows waste products
and their works.
age to the car. No personal in
juries were reported.

Rockland Dollar Days Awards

PLUS
PROTECTION

Young Musicians
Performed Before
Rubinstein Club

Mun nmo soma
ite-tf

to collect and this further dam
ages leg tissue. The skin over the
affected vein begins Io itch, be
comes discolored, and often
breaks down, producing an ulcer.
Some cases are helped by use of
elastic stockings—others require
injection treatment or surgery.
Even when treatment is su -wful, the condition may return in
time as other veins become in
volved. For this reason, people
who have had vein trouble should
visit the doctor every so often for
a check up.

Auiwerj do nol necessarily reflect
the opinion of all doctors. The dia/nosis and treatment of disease Is
the lunction of the patient’s per
sonal physician. Questions directed
to Science Editors, F.O. Box 396,
Madison Sq. Sta., N. Y. 10, N. Y.
still he incorporated in these col
umns when possible.

GODDNDW'S
PHARMACY

